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YEA THER FORECAST

Tonight and Wednesday Generally

Fair

EXOlUeiVB ASSOCIATED PRESS
VOL.

XXXII. No. 150

REVISING THE
BASIC LAW

Jacksonville, Fla., May 2. Efforts
are being made by Canadians to bring
Bob Burman and Barney Oldfield to
gether In a match race in Montreal,
Canada, In July. Oldfield Is an "out
law .at present and cannot compete
with Burman in this country, but the
Canadians expect to avoid any clash
with the authorities bv taking the
event out of the United States.
purse of $10,000, to be split on a 60 GENARRO ABBATEMAGGIO
VER
and 40 per cent basis, is the offer.
BALLY CONFIRMS SWORN

CURSED WHILE
ON STAND

IMPORTANT

AMENDMENTS ARE IN
PREPARATION

NEW

REPORT TOMORROW, PERHAPS
ANY ATTEMPT TO CHANGE CON.
STITUTION OF NEW MEXICO
WILL BE OPPOSED

NEW MEXICANS AT
JUDGE A.

TO RACE BURMAN?

CA1RRATRAIT0R

EE

REPORTED SEVERAL

Patience Is a Vlrture
That Can Bo
Cultivated

SERVICE

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, MAY 2, 191 1
OLDFIELD

SUB-COMMITT-

WIRE TELEGRAPH

PT0(C

THE DAILY MAXIM

CAPITOL

CHICAGO

POLICE

HEAD

Chicago, May 2. Captain John Me- Meeney of the police department
probably will be appointed superin
tendent of police by Mayor Harrison,
The appointment of McMeeney will
be over the heads of scores of in
spectors and older captains. He will
succeed Leroy Steward, who has been
reinstated a superintendent of mail
delivery In the Chicago postofflce.

B. FALL AND DELEGATE

CONFERRED WITH
PRESIDENT TODAY

ANDREWS

UNIONISTS

HOLD

MEETING

Chicago, May 2. The annual con
vention of the International Die and
Cuttermakers' union began in Chi
cago today. A resolution approprlat
lng a large sum for the defense of
the McNamara brothers was favorably acted upon.

sure as offering opportunity for
repitltlon of such losses to one of
the principal industries of his suite
Mr. Mondell charged tha democrats
with using the Canadian re"lorocity
bill, which haa passed the house an
now is In the senate, as a wedge for
the resumption of complete frs3 trade
IN THREE DAYS, FIVE LIONS
Nairobi, British East Africa, May

2.

AN AERIAL

ENRICO ALFANO, ALLEGED LEAD
ER OF VENDETTA, DENOUNCES ACCUSER

has been chronicled for woman suf
frage. The parliament of Iceland has
passed a bill, giving the right of suf
frage to all women who have reaohed
the age of 25.

Viterbio, Italy, May 2. Gennaro Ab- Washington, May 2. That the subbatemaggio, on whose revelations the
committee of the house committee on
state has built its case against the
territories is revising the New Mexico
NO ELECTION AT DENVER
Camorra, wag called to the witness
constitution and Is preparing amendDenver, May 2. There was no elecstand today verbally to confirm his tion in today's senatorial ballot.
ments that will change the basic law
a
written confession made for the
very materially, is the report that,
after he had been tricked into
came indirectly from this committee
damaging admissions by the police
today. It had a disquieting effect on SEVERE STORM IN
THIRTY-FIV- E
GET
spy, Capizzuti, The Informer repeat
those republicans in the capital, who
deed
his
wIU vigorously oppose any attempt
story cooly and at times
made to change the constitution on
liberately and elaborately, his testi
NEW
YORK
STATE mony being constantly Interrupted by
CARNEGIE MEDALS
the part of congress. Just what these
not
could
are
in
or
amendments
of
curses
the
the
other
prisoners
changes
the steel cage. Every statement he
be learned, but it is known that oce
ELECTRICAL
DISTURBANCE
WADE
made was denied in chorus and when COMMISSION ISSUES NINE SILof them proposes to make the orPLAYTHINGS OF TELEGRAPH
concluded Enrico Alfano, a'.leged
he
VER AND TWENTY-SIamendment.
of
more
law
easy
ganic
head of the Camorra shoutsd: "Ab- AND TELEPHONE LINES
BRONZE ADORNMENTS
Judge A. B. Fall and Delegate W.
s
in
batemaggio deserves thirty ye.i"-H. Andrews were at the White House
New York. May 2. A severe elec prison."
2.
today and held an extended comerThirty-fiv- e
May
Pittsburg,
enco with President Taft on statehood trical storm made playthings of tele
in recognition of acts of hero
awards
constitumatter: Th merits of the
CONGRESSMAN IMPROVING
phone and telegraph wfrej through
ism were made lat yesterday at th
tion, it is understood, were tallied out IV ew York state last nl,nt.
Kansas City, Mo., May 2. After spring meeting of the Carnegie hero
to
said
is
the
over, but
president
At Ithaca a hail storm
enor
a restful night Congress- fund commission and the issuance of
have retrained from taking any part mous damage to property and the loss spending
man A. D. Mitchell, of the Second nine silver and twenty-sibronze
In the present controversy between the of one life.
district of Kansas who was operated medals was authorized. In addition the
from
two delegations
the territory.
several houses were upon .yesterday at the Swedish hos money accompanying the medals
At Syrcuse
It is possible that the
blown down and the city was in dark- pital, for stomach trouble, was report amounts to $34,100 and pensions to
tee will report its findings to the ness all night.
ed today to be improving. It Is be- widows of heroes total $1,310 annuallwhole house territories committee to
In southeastern New York the wind lieved that his chances for recovery ymorrow.
reached hurricane violence, and the are good.
Of this large amount $1,000 is given
It is known that the main commit- wires are down In all directions toto George K. Mulr of Grand Rapids,
tee will act promptly on the report day. The property loss will be heavy.
awarded a bronze
Wis., who was
so as to get the resolution approving
The St. James hotel at Cuba, N. Y.,
medal last January. Muir is now suf
the constitutions of New Mexico and was unroofed iaand one man was in- fering from tuberculosis at Wales,
Arizona before the house at the earli- stantly killed- Wis., and the commission makes the
est possible moment, that the statemoney award to care for him.
GET
hood matter may be taken up imPENNSY SHOPMEN WALK OUT
The money is apportioned as fol
BANK;
lows:
mediately upon the conclusion of the
Pittsburg, May 2. Without further
debate and vote on the free list bill, warning than might be gathered from
$6,000 for worthy purposes; $2,200
now before the house.
conferences of a committee with rail- ROSEMONT, NEB., SCENE OF THE liquidation of mortgages; $3,700 for
road officials last week, the shopmen
other indebtedness; $4,000 purchases
LATEST SAFEBLOWING
of the Pennsylvania railroad on the
of homes; $14,000 for education; $3,- BY YEGGMEN
Al
to
200 death benefits and $1,000 for resPittsburg division extending
JAPANESE GIVE UP
toration of health.
toona, Pa., went out on a strike last
Hastings, Neb., May 2. The Bank
In nine Instances the heroes lost
night. Union officials say one thou
sand men are out. The unions of. Rosemont, a village near here, was their lives and the award is made to
POLE affected
after midnight. a member of the family.
are the Brotherhood of Car dynamited shortly
access (o the
robbers
The
sheet
gained
and
bollermakers
Since the inception of the hero comhelpers,
men,
metal workers, the International As vault and looted It of $1,500 In cur- mission, 4,991 cases have been refus
LITTLE BROWN MEN ABANDON sociatlon of Machinists and Labor rency. Five hundred dollars In gold ed
recognition; 487 have been grant
DASH TO SOUTHERNMOST
ers and the Federal Labor union, an and silver were either overlooked or ed and 893 cases are still pending.'
EXTERMITY OF EARTH
organization of foreign laborers about spurned by the yeggmen, who escaprailroads, all of which are affiliated ed. This is the fourth bank robbery
Federation of La- in two weeks in this part of Ne- INSURRECTA BAND
Sydney, Australia, May 2. The with the American
cause
is
bor.
the allegation by braska.
The
effort
Japanese have abandoned their
to reach the South Pole. Their ship, the men that in its retrenchment polENTERSCHIHIIAHUA
.
the Kalnan Maru, has arrived here icy the railroad dismissed men who WICKERSHAM SCORES RECALL
ranks.
union
were
in
active
was
Le
commander
reports
her
and
Princeton, May 2. Diners at the
unable to penetrate the ice packs
thirteenth annual banquet of the SERVES NOTICE ON RESIDENTS
along the coast of Vlctorialand.
Daily Princetonian last night listened
OF ISOLATED CITY OF THEIR
GOVERNOR AHUMADA
to one of the principal speakers tearPREPAREDNESS
ing to shreds the things which anSLEW DRIVER WHO KILLED SON
ENVOY
DIAZ' PEACE
other honored guest has urged ever
l,
New York, May 2. Giuseppe
Chihuahua, (via Laredo, Tex.,) May
since his election as governor of New
who
maker
an Italian cigar
Gen- 2. A band of insurrectos entered this
States
United
Attorney
Jersey.
son trampled be- HE JOINS JUDGE CARBAJAL AT
saw his
eral Wickersham in his address, city today from the south and began
neath the hoofs of truck horses last
SALTILLO AND BOTH PRO-- i
preceding that of Governor Woodrow an indiscriminate firing. It is pre
night, took' vengeance upon the drivCEED TO LAREDO
Wilson, scored the recall and referen- sumed that this was done to demon
er, Willard Krugman, by shooting
pro- strate their preparedness to resume
dum and ridiculed the
him four times with a revolver. The
Migressive movement of the govern- hostilities should the peace negotiaMex.,
Saltillo,
May
driver fell dead from his seat almost
are in truth tions fail. An alarm was immediate
guel Ahumada, acting governor of ment. He said that "we
In the arms of a policeman, and a the state of Chihuahua, arrived here a
people and tnis tendency ly sounded at military headquarters
crowd which had intended punishing last
night and joined J. Carbajal, the is stimulated by those who seek pop- and troops sent to repel the attacking
him, set furiously upon his slayer. Mexican peace commissioner.
Both ular favor by pointing to easy reme- party. The Insurrectos fled within a
Reserves rescued Bongrecl and he later proceeded to Laredo. It is be- dies for obvious Ills."
a short time. No one was wounded.
was taken to a hospital.
has
It Is believed that the insurrectos are
lieved that Colonel Ahumada
a part of a band from the south
been named by the federal governwhich were not included in the arment as a member of the peace com- DEMOCRATS
MENACE
ONE MORE WRECK VICTIM
is
the
of
A
friend
Practical Isolation of Chimission.
mistice.
governor
'
Easton, Pa., May 2. One more
statement that Ra
for
the
from the outside world
huahua
City
authority
of
LIVESTOCK INTERESTS continues.
teacher, Miss Margaret Jones
fael Hernandez, who is now in El
the
missing
among
is
reported
Utica,
Paso, has also been appointed one of
In the wreck at Martin's creek. Word the
peace commissioners.
REPRESENTATIVE MONDELL OF JUROR'S QUESTION STOPS TRIAL
was received late yesterday afternoon
home
not
her
at
WYOMING FIGHTS FREE
is
New York, May 2. The trial of
Jones
Miss
Baying
MEET
ROYAL NEIGHBORS
of the United States Wireless
officials
BILL
LIST
and as she nas not been accounted
2.
The Royal Neigh
Denver, May
for It is assumed she perished in the bors of America, the Women's Auxilcompany In the United States court
was
disaster. If she la dead the total of
Washington, May 2. Under demo- for alleged misuse of the mails
iary of the Modern Woodmen, oined
the disaster at this time is twelve.
their triennial national convpi.tion cratic tariff laws losses of more than halted abruptly late yesterday by the
here today. The election of officers 's $8,000,000 were sustained by th live- defense's obejetion to a question put
to a witness by Juror Joseph Wolf.
expected to produce a close cuntsst' stock interests of the United States,
LIABILITY BILL KILLED
sustained, the
Mondell, of The objection was
M. Collins, the declared Representative
Lina
between
Mrs,
2.
The
employers'
Denver, May
re- court dismissed the Jury for the day
is
houss
when
the
who
and
Wyoming, today
liability bill, backed by the labor present supreme oracle,
and Mrs. sumed consideration of the "ree list and prepared to "dismiss the offendunions of the state, was killed on its a candidate for
mea- - ing juror and fill his place.
,
Myra B. Enright, of Kansas City, ? an. bill. He vigorously opposed the
final passage in the house today.
cara-biner-

-

x

it

$1,500

QUESTJOR

Bon-grec-

law-ridde- n

,

.

TORPEDO

CHAMBERLAIN OF

DESIGNED

LAWYERS WAIT ON

Berling, May 2. The new aerial
torpedo, on which the Krupp firm has
taken out American patents, Is de
signed primarily for carrying on the
long discussed "war in the air." It
principal feature Is the absence of re.
coil, which has been the chief ob
stacle to the Installation of regular
guns or artillery on a delicately bal
anced aeroplane or balloon. The new
CHARLES R. HYDE FORMALLY AC
weapon is
and can be OBSERVE EXTREME CAUTION IN
CUSED BY GRAND JURY
fired from a dirigible or aeroplane
PREPARING FOR TRIAL OF
OF BRIBERY
against a hostile balloon without dis
M'NAMARA BROTHERS
turbing the stability of the machine
from which It Is. projected. Expert
ARREST CAUSES A SENSATION ments
have been carried on since ARE TO BE ARRAIGNED SOON
November, 1909. Ranges of 6,000 yards
HAD SHADY DEALINGS WITH DE with a torpedo carrying a
WITH
ARRIVAL
OF ASSISTANT
load of explosives were attained in
FUNCT CARNEGIE TRUST
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FORD,
the early stages of the experiments.
COMPANY
HEARING WILL PROCEED

NEW YORK CITY

EACH OTHER IN

INDICTED

BIG CASES

News has been received here that
Paul J. Rainey, an American hunter
CONFESSION
of big game, and his party have met
with unusual success in the southern
Gwaso
river district, about one
PRISONERS INTERRUPT HIM hundredNyrlo
miles southwest of here. Five
liona were killed by Mr. Rainey and
HIS TESTIMONY,
COOLY GIVEN. his friends In three days' hunting
The last lion killed, a big male, after
THROWS ACCOMPLICES INTO
being trailed by the pack of bear
WILD RAGE
hounds, charged a party of gunbear- ers, but was killed by Rainey.
EVERY STATEMENT DENIED
AMOUNT INVOLVED
ICELAND WOMEN TO VOTE
London, May 2. Another victory

CITY EDITION

g

QUITS

$14,000

HIS SECRETARY
SAID TO HAVE
TURNED INFORMER, EXPOSING CROOKEDNESS
2. Charles
New York,
R.
May
Hyde, chamberlain of the city of New
York, was forced today to appear
before the criminal branch of the su
preme court for arraignment on an in.

INQUIRY

COMMISSION

2. Lawrence
May
Washington,
Maxwell of Cincinnati
has. asked
President Taft to relieve him of his
duties as a member of the postal
commission and the president
has
agreed to do so. Mr. Maxwell with
drew from the commission because
he feared that past services as counsel for express companies would em
barrass the administration, the commission and himself.

CHANGE OF VENUE IS LIKELY
PUBLIC

PROSECUTOR
WILL NOT
OPPOSE SUCH A MOVE IF HE
THINKS IT IS JUST

Los Angeles, May 2. With the
arrival here from Indianapolis of Leo
Rappaport, attorney for the International Association of Bridge and
Structural Iron Workers, the cases of
dictment charging him with bribery
John and James McNamara, charged
ureat secrecy was maintained over
with murder by dynamiting, are x- ARE
the indictment. Hyde appeared in AMERICANS
pected to be taken into court with
court this afternoon and pleaded not
little delay.
guilty.
Rappaport, who is scheduled to
LEAVING MEXICO have
The offense with which he is charg
at least temporary charge of
ed is punishable by imprisonment for
the defense, already has held a,i innot more than ten years, or a fine of
formal conference with Attorney Job
REBELS WARN THEM TO i GET
not more than $5,000, or both.
Mr,
Harriman, of Loa Angeles, who will
THEIR FAMILIES OUT OF
assist him.
Hyde's indictment is said to have
WAR ZONE
It was thought today that the de
followed a story told the grand Jury
ail
fense would quickly complete
G.
V.
Robin. J.
Smith,
by Joseph
Nogales, Ariz., May )2. High of necessary arrangements for the ar
Hyde's private secretary, is alleged
to have received a check for about ficials of the Southern Pacific Railroad raignment of the men and pvo'jably be
tor tbat procedure Boon after
defunct Carnegie lines in Mexico, arriving here today ready
$14,000 from the
W. Joseph Ford, assistant district at
oompeny, which smith ts e&ld to havfl from tbe Mexican Interior, said they
told the grand jury he turned over to had received notice from the rebels, torney ot this county, who was arrestto remove ed In Indianapolis on the charge of
advising all Americans
Hyde.
to
Slates. having kidnaped the men, ariivea
the
United
families
their
was
Bail for $7,500
given. Before
his appointment Chamberlain Hyde The rebels are quoted as having said home. Ford is scheduled to reach
was the law partner of Mayor W. J. that If there were no peace arrange here tomorrow.
I la likely, however that the
ment by Thursday night of this week,
Gaynor and has long been 1 his perwould attack all Mexican border arraignment will not take place aDtU
they
sonal friend and political adviser.
towns. Many American families are the superior court judge, who will hear
The city was a heavy depositor in
all of the proceedings, has been seMexico daily.
leaving
the Carnegie Trust company.
It Is reported that a force of feder lected. Formal court procedure way
als under Colonel Luis Estrella, which be delayed until the end of 'he pres
left Magdalena, state of Sonora, Sat ent week. By that time it is believed,
urday, was annihilated in a battle some definite pronouncement will have
FOREIGNERS NOT
with rebels at Otates, 20 miles east been made aa to whether the defense
of Magdalena. The battle is said to favors an application for a change of
Colonel Estrel- - venue. District Attorney Fredericks
IN ANY DANGER have lasted two hours. men
were the has said that If such an application
la and three of his
were made and he be'ieved it Just, fc?
to
ones
to
Magdalena.
escape
only
would not oppose it.
RAPIDLY GAINING
AUTHORITIES
District Attorney Fredericks and As
COMMITTEE DISAPPEARS
UPPER HAND IN CHINESE
Washington, May 2. The senate sistant District Attorney Ford are
REVOLUTION
has discovered the big committee on announced as the lawyers who wilt
public expenditures, which it was conduct the prosecution.
Hong Kong, May 2 Today's ad claimed would save the government
out- $300,000,000 a year, haa disappeared
vices from Ithe revolutionary
break at Canton and vicinity, indi- from its committee list. Senator BRYAN PREDICTS
the abolition had
cate that all foreigners have escaped Gallinger said that
the organization
been
upon
by
agreed
harm and that the government is in committees of the two
parties. Sen
VICTORY IN 1912
control at Canton. The foreign resi- ator Martin, the democratic leader,
an
dential section occupies Shamlen,
said he had merely been notified of
artificial island north of Canton. A the intention of
dropping the com- THE
PEERLESS LEADER SAYS
canal separates the island from the mittee.
Senator Warm asserted the
ca
HAS EXCEEDED WILDPARTY
in
the
anchored
are
Gunboats
city.
failure of
by the house
IN CONGRESS
nal and when, the revolutionists at was one
EST
HOPES
of the reasons for the dis
tempted Sunday to cross to Shamien continuance,
they were repulsed by the loyal
Des Moines, la., May 2. Declaring
troops. that the outlook never was brighter
PIONEER NEBRASKAN . for the success of the democratic
MAY ABANDON ARMY POST
party and that the party had exceed
Atlanta, Ga., May 2. Army circles
BY
DEATH
ed
the wildest hopes of the enthusi
CLAIMED
here are agitated over the reported
in the election of a large majority
asts
movement to do away with the post
lower house of congress, Wil
the
in
at Fort McPherson, where the Seven- M. R. HOPEWELL SERVED THREE liam
Bryan, last night deJennings
teenth United States infantry was
LIEUTENANT
AS
livered an optimistic address to the
TERMS
quartered prior to being sent to San
members of the Iowa Jefferson club
GOVERNOR OF STATE
Antonio. According to Adjutant Gen
at Its annual banquet here. He pointeral A. J. Scott of the Georgia Na
ed out that not only wa3 there a
H
M.
2.
Tekamah, Neb., May
tional Guard, the department now
majority in the lower house of
large
has two sites in view in the Bouth for Hopewell, three times lieutenant gov- congress but that It was a united
a brigade post. One of these is at ernor of Nebraska, died at his home majority battling for progressive demfrom pneumonia,
ocratic principles.
Chickamauga, near 'Chattanooga and here early today,
trouble. Mr.
with
heart
Tenn.
complicated
the other near'Tullahoma,
He atao stated that tbe success of
Hopewell was born In Indiana March the democrats in the senate was far
27, 1845. In 1864 he was an ox driver
greater than expected and declared
in a government freight train, carry that although the party was In the
HEARINGS ON FREE
ing supplies by wagon from Fort minority there, with the aid of pro
Leavenworth, Kan., to Fort Laramie, gressive republicans, it could swing
TRADE BILL BEGUN Wyo. In 1872, he, with W. B. White, legislation.
started the Burtonian, one of the first Mr. Bryan also predicted great
s
newspapers In northeast Nebraska.
tjhmgs for the party In the cam
MAY
13,
NOW AND
BETWEEN
paign of 1912.
WILL
COMMITTEE
SENATE
FREIGHT HANDLERS STRIKE
CONSIDER RECIPROCITY
Denver, May 2 All the union
MAY DAY RIOT8 IN PARIS
freight handlers in the yards of the
Paris, May 2. The extra troops
Washington, May 2. The senate Union Pacific, Denver & Rio Grande and those from the Parla garrison
committee on finance today decided and Colorado and Southern railroads and the police had little trouble yes
to devote the time between now and walked out last night The cause of
terday with the crowds and workthe strike Is an alleged discrimination men who gathered to celebrate May
Saturday, May .13, to hearings on
According to day iwtb. great demonstrations but
Canadian reciprocity bill. Immediate against union men.
60 union late last
ly after that date it is expected that the union officials, about
night things took on a livelier
the bill will be reported to the senate men walked out, taking with them aspect and there were manyt bioody
n
75
workers.
for debate and a final vote.
collisions on the streets.;
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ADVOLGAST HERE THECAMERONDAM THIRD NATIONAL BARS SACCHARIN
DEFENDERS ARE

ON HIS WAY TO

TRIAL

LOS ANGELES
MANAGER

TO GIVE M'FA ISLAND A CHANCE

WILLING

AT HAYWARD,

Ad Wolgast, lightweight champion
of the world, with. Tom Jones, his
manager, carrying the swag 'derived
trom the recent fight with "One
Round" Hogan In New York, passed
through Lag Vegas this morning on
the California Limited, on his way to
Loa Angeles, where he will appear In
cases growing out of the Wolgast-Memsi- c
bout.

Manager Jones said he bad been approached in New York by Manager
Thlry, for Packey McFarland, regarding a scrap between the two boys,
but nothing definite was decided.
Jones said he had offered the stock
yards boy a present of $1,000 for a
match at 133 pounds ringside, $1,000
at 134 ringside for a bout of twenty
rounds, or suggested 135 pounds ringside without the present for a battle
rounds or over, but none
of frwenty-fic- e
of these propositions had been accepted.
The Cadillac scrapper and his manager did not appear to be at all put
out because Packey did not accept
their ultimatum. They figure that
the Chicago boy will come to terms if
be is in earnest in his desire for a
go with the champion.
Wolgast said he expected Frankie
Burna would give him a good contest
next month, but isn't worrying about
the outcome.
"One Round" Hogan, hvho was
knocked out by Champion Wolgast at
New York last Wednesday night, was
expected to pass through the city
yesterday on his way to California,
but could not be located.
IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore. Md. May 2. The polls
opened this morning for what la loo
ed upon as one of the most Important
mayoralty) elections in Baltimore s his
tory. Leaders of both parties appeared confident of victory, though it was
(generally admitted that the result
would be close. The republican iomi-nefor mayor Is E. Clay Timanua,
who made an excellent record while
mayor during the three years following the big fire of 1904. The democratic ticket is headed by James H. Preston, who also has the advantage of a
clean personal and political record.
e

WELCOMES

NIAGARA
2.

POWER
Witih the

Toronto, Ont, May
city elaborately decorated and with
a program of exercises befitting the
occasion, Toronto today celebrated
At
the arrival of Niagara power.
the city hall tonight Sir James Whitney officiates at the formal ceremony
of switching on the Hydro-Eleotrl- c
power of the cities in the presence
of Hon. Adam Beck, the members of
the
the provincial
government,
mayors of the cities and towns in the
Municipal Power Union and a number
of other invited guests.

AS SUBSTITUTE

PEACE

JOINT CASE AGAINST DEIT2 FAMILY FOR MURDER' BEGINS

JONES AND CHAMPION

ELECTION

CONGRESS OF

PRESIDENT
NOTABLE

TAFT

WILL

GATHERING

OPEN

Ila

puffy Malt Wliskey Co., Rochester, N. J-

Beautiful and Stvlish Millinery
i

ALSO AN EXTENSIVE SHOWING OF NEW AND
ATTRACTIVE WASH GOODS

FORBIDS

OF AGRICULTURE
ITS USE AFTER

JULY

Baltimore, Md., May 2. Scores of
Hayward, Wis., May 2. The Joint
case against John F. Deitz, Mrs. Delta delegates are today traveling from
and theic son Leslie Delta for the every section of the country to the
murder of Deputy Oscar Harpin the Third National Peace Congress which
early part of October 1910, was call- will be opened in this city tomorrow
ed for trial here today before Judge afternoon with an address by PresiReld of the circuit court. This Is dent Taft. Several distinguished forthe first and most serious of the eigners who will have a part in the
cases growing out of the heroic de- program have already arrived here
at the
fence of the Cameron dam. Thorn-appl- e and are being entertained
homes of Baltimore's leading citizens.
F.
Deitz
and
John
his
river, by
No event in the history of this city
family. After this case is disposed has ever
brought together so many
will
two
more
cases
to
of there
be
of such different berepresentatives
come up for trial; one is against
lief, birth and breeding. Farmers and
John F. Deitz alone and is for his asand
financiers
college presidents,
sault on William Glblin, the former
workingmen, statesmen and philansheriff, who, with Patrick McGinn, thropists,
suffragists and
tried to capture Deitz in 1904. The
will sit elbow to elbow.
third case is against Almyra Deitz,
In addition to the president of the'
the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. United States the eminent speakers
Deitz, who is charged with intent to at the congress will include Andrew
kill John Roglch, a deputy from Mil Carnegie, Cardinal Gibbons, President
waukee, who joined in the attack up- Charles F. Thwing of Western Re
on the Deitz home in 1904.
This last serve University, Congressman Rich
be ard Bartholdt of St. Louis, Belva A.
mentioned case will probjably
dropped by the state, as the prosecu- Lockwood, Dr. Lyman Abbott, Presition is understood to have absolute- dent E. D. Warfield of Lafayette Col
ly no evidence against the girl. Al lege, President Edwin B. Craighead of
of
myra Deitz was shot in the hip at Tulane University,
the time of her arrest, hut has since State John W. Foster, and Dr. Althen fully recovered from her injury. bert Shaw, editor of the Review of
The troubles of the Deitz family, Reviews.
Representing the peave movement
which culminated in a long siege of
will be Count Leo Tolstoi, son
abroad
their log cabin near the Cameron
famous Russian nove'ist and
of
the
a
after
final
dam and their
capture
Henri La Fountaine of
philosopher;
desperate and bloody battle in the
of the International
president
Belgium,
early part of last October, began in Peace Bureau ; Baron de Constant, sen'
1904, with the purchase of the Came
ator of France, and Count de Rinsse- ron farm by Mr. and Mrs. Deitz.
the Belgium minister at Washnet,
Prior to that time Deitz and his famington.
ily occupied a cabin near Price dam
The congress will deal with the two
and Deitz was employed as watchleading lines of peace work: The
man- of the dam
by the Chippewa awakening of the public conscience by
When means of addresses directed against
Lumber & Boom company.
Deitz removed to his place at Came- the
folly and the injustice of war, toron dam, he gave up his position. gether with the economic waste of
The refusal of the representative ol universal armaments; and, second, the
the lumber company to settle with practical means of making war difinstitutions
Deitz for the pay which the lattei ficult by. establishing
claimed for his services, led to an as- which will take away the excuse for
sault by Deitz upon the agent of the war.
company. The latter obtained a warrant, but all attempts to serve it ROUND SHOULDERS CORRECTED
failed.
Persons who find themselves In
After a short time a dispute arose clined to have round or stooped
between Deitz and the lumber com shoulders will Indeed be glad to learn
pany concerning the right of the com- of a brace which will correct these
pany to run logs through the sluice conditions without inconvenience or
of Cameron dam. Deitz, who owned
discomfort.
the property, refused to allow the
We have obtained the exclusive
withcompany the use of the sluice
for the Rexall Shoulder
agency
out payment and the company took
made entirely of cloth, light,
Brace,
Sumthe matter into the courts.
cool and comfortable, and which may
mons were issued for Deitz and also
be worn unconsciously except as a
a temporary injunction, but he would
person assumes an incorrect attitude
not accept service. The case was
Braces which bind continually on the
fought In the civil courts and was fin- body have a tendency to interrupt or
ally decided in favor of Deitz. Dur- interfere with the circulation, and in
ing the years since the Deitz family this way perhaps work more real
moved into their log house on Came- harm than
good. Medical authorities
ron dam numerous attempts were
Rexall Shoulder Brace
the
that
agree
made to serve warrants and legal pa is
nearest approach to perfection
the
pers on Deitz, but the latter, claim that has been Introduced along this
ing that he could get no justice in line.
the courts, refused to accept service.
We have this brace in a large as
On May 9, 1904, former Sheriff Gib- sortment of sizes, and can fit any per
lin and three armed men tried to ar son.
rest Deitz, but he defended himself Please bear in mind this brace can
with his rifle and forced the sheriff be obtained
only at our store The
to withdraw.
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
Deputy Sheriff Rogich was shot Murphey.
during another attack upon the Deitz
A
homestead, on July 25, 1906.
between
the
battle
GATHERING OF THRESHERS
deputy
pitched
sheriffs on one side and the memHutchinson, Kan., May 2. Several
bers of the Deitz family on the other iundred threshermen and many farm
took place and Rogich was seriously ers from all parts of Kansas and the
wounded by a shot. It was said at southwest are in attendance at the
the time that Almyra Deitz had fired annual convention of the Thresher's
the shot. In September of last year Association of the Southwest which
Deitz became inyolved in a quarrel opened here today with a big parade.
of the school In conjunction with the convention a
with the president
board during a visit to the town of very interesting exhibition of thresh
Winter, and incidentally shot Bert ing machines and other agricultural
Is held here. The convenHorel, who tried to act as peace- Implements
with a final business
close
nwill
tio
the
to
led
trouble
maker. This last
afternoon.
on
Thursday
long siege of the Deitz home by a meeting
Deitz.
large posse seeking to arrest
$100 Reward $100
It was during the final assault, which
of this paper will be
readers
The
ended with the surrender of Deitz pleased to learn that there is at least
and his family, that Deputy Harpin one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
was shot and killed.
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. CaHYGIENE
INTERNATIONAL
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
well
2.
is
America
May
Dresden,
treatment.
requires a constitutional
represented at the great International Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalHygiene Exhibition, which wa3 open- ly, acting directly upon the blood and
ed to visitors today after months of mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
preparation. The exhibition is design disease, , and giving the patient
man
ed to show in a comprehensive
strength by building up the constitu
ner the manifold phases of modern tion and assisting nature in doing it?
The proprietors have so much
preventive therapy. Particular atten work.
faith in its curative powers that they
Industrial
to
is
nourishment,
tion
paid
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
sanitation, wearing apparel and the nase that it fails to cure. Send for
development of physical training. The Mst of testimonials.
exhibits are housed in a number cf Address:
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, O
large buildings erected for the pur
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
ooae in the Royal Gardens, convenientTake Hall's Family Pills for const'
ly located in the center of the city.
patio.
'

,

thousands of grateful patients who write
us they have been cured after they were
given up by the doctors.
All druggists,' grocers and dealers, or
direct, $1.00 a large bottle. Refuse substitutes and imitations ; they are impure
and dangerous. Send for free medical
booklet and advice.

SECRETARY
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MRS. WILLIAM SI?ANKS
Lcwiston, Me. (Special) "I have used
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey for Ia good
intend
many years and know its Ivalue.
to use it right along, as need a stimulant and .tonic I will only be too glad
to recommend it to all my friends as I
feel sure it will be of great benefit to
them." Mrs. WmSkanks, 37 Skinner St.
,
If you wish to feel young, strong and
vigorous and enjoy perfect health, take
acDuffy's Pure Malt Whiskey regularly, dethe
cording to directions. It correctsincreases
fective digestion of the food,
the appetite, strengthens the heart action,
cures ingives force to the circulation, the
brain
somnia, brings restfulnes9 4to
and nervous forces and gives vigor to
Recognized .as a
the entire system.
is infamily medicine everywhere. Itdelicate
valuable for overworked men,
women and sickly children, and is a promoter of health and longevity. We have

1

FOR SUGAR

TIMORE TOMORROW

WIS.
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We want our women customers who are now in the midst of
their preparations for the new season to know that we are in a better position than ever to aid them. We have an excellent variety of
especially alluring: Millinery that illustrates all the latest of Fashion's

new ideas.

The secretary
Washington,
of agriculture has Issued a decision
based upon a finding of the referee
board of consulting scientific experts,
which forbids the use of saccharin In
food on and after July 1. The decision
is under the Food and Drugs Act
and will prohibit the manufacture or
sale in the District of Columbia or
the territories of foodstuffs containing
saccharin, as well as interstate commerce in such foodstuffs. The finding
of the board is the second since its
creation and is regarded as very
sweeping, inasmuch as the decision
affects more than 30 different classes
of foods. Some of the articles affect
ed are soft drinks, sweet pickles, jel
lies and jams and in some instances
beer.
The decision as promulgated is
signed by the secretary of the treasury, the secretary of agriculture, and
the secretary of commerce and labor,
in order that the regulations embod
ied in the decision may be put Into
effect. The decision follows:
"At the request of the secretary of
agriculture, the referee board of consulting scientific experts has conducted an investigation as to the effect on
health of the use of saccharin. The
investigation has been concluded, and
the referee board reports that the
continued use of saccharin for a long
time in quantities over three-tenth- s
of a gram per day is liable to impair
digestion; and that the addition of
saccharin as a substitute for cane
sugar or other forms of sugar reduces
the food value of the sweetened product and hence lowers its quality.
"Saccharin has been used as a substitute for sugar in over thirty classes
of foods in which sugar is commonly
recognized as a normal and valuable
ingredient. If the use of saccharin be
continued it is evident that amounts
of saccharin may readily be consumed which will, tbrough continued use,
disturbances. In
produce digestive
every food in which saccharin is used,
some other sweetening agent known
to be harmless to health can be substituted, and there Is not even a pretense that, saccharin is a necessity
in the manufacture of food products.
Under the Food and t Drugs Act articles of food are adulterated if they
pontain added poisonous or other add
ed deleterious ingredients which may
render them injurious to health. Art!
cles of food are also adulterated with-Inthe meaning of the Act, If substances have been mixed and packed
with the foods so as to reduce or lower or injuriously affect their quality
or strength. The findings of the referee board shows that saccharin in
food is such an added poisonous or
other added deleterious ingredient as
is contemplated by the Act, and also
that the substitution of saccharin for
sugar in foods reduces and lowers
their quality.
of
agriculture,
"The secretary
therefore, will regard as adulterated
under the Food and Drugs Act foods
containing saccharin which 'on and
after July 1, 1911, are manufactured
or offered for sale in the District
or
of Columbia or the territories,
comor
in
interstate
foreign
shipped
merce, or offered for importation Into
the United States."

If these items do not contain what you want
over our large array at the store

May 2.

LADY'S

OLD

SAGE ADVICE

Mamie
Tenn. Mjrs.
Knoxville,
Towie," of 102 W. Main street, this
city, says: "If you had seen me, before I began to take Cardul, you
would not think I was the same person. Six doctors failed to do me
good, and my friends thought I would
die. I could hardly get out of bed
or walk a step. At last an old lady
advised ma to take Cardul, and now
All ailI can go most anywhere."
a
as
women
need
Cardul,
gentle,
ing
refreshing tonic, especially adapted to
their peculiar ailments. It is a reliable, vegetable remedy, successfully
used for over 50 years. You ought
to try it.

look

NEW WASH GOODS
Our assortments of these dainty and useful fabrics have never
been more complete or contained a wider selection of patterns and
colors. All the hewest ideas in designs and the most fashionable
color schemes are represented. Women of simple tastes or elaborate
wants can all be equally well suited from this fine selection.
Note these special and
and suggestions.

enticing

$1.25
1.75
2,75
3.75

Hats for
Hats for
Hats for
Hats for

1.35
2.15
3.00

'n the

The Optic if It happens-whethin Las Vegas or elsewher

world.

er

$3.50
5.00
7.00
9.00

Hats for
Hats for
Hats for
Hats for

$2.75
4.00
5.65

7.25.

Every Hat in the house greatly reduced
for this week
One lot of Lawns and Batistes, all new desirabie
patterns, worth 12jc, special
10c
One lot of New Wash Goods
including a variety of fabrics, styles and patterns,
worth 15c to 22 Jc, special, 13 he
Cotton Foulards, in a variety
of patterns, all new desirable colorsi very popular,
16c
special .

One lot of Wash Goods including Lawns, Batistes,
Fancy Voiles and Fancy
Marquisettes, worth 25c,
21c
special
-

A good assortment of Wash
Goods

LOCAL

FIRM

WILL

including Tissues,

Mulls, Batistes and a variety of other fabrics; worth
35c per yard, special
27c
27-in-

-

Marquisette, in all
desirable colors, worth 50c
42c
per yard, special

CONTINUE

VALUABLEAGENCY
O. G. Schaefer of this city have just
close da deal whereby they will continue to he agents for ZEMO the
well known remedy for eczema, dandruff, and all diseases Of the skin and
scalp.
The extraordinary leap that this
clean liquid external treatment for
skin affections has made into public
favor In the last.few years proves its
wonderful curative properties and
makes it indeed a valuable addition
to the fine stock of remedial agents
carried by O. G. Schaefer.
They have a limited supply of samples. One of which will be given free
to any skin sufferer who wishes to
test the merit of the medicine.
booklet "How to Preserve the Skin,"
will also be given to those Interested.

The Stubborn Bey.
The child with a will of his own
may be harder to raise, and cause
some heartaches and anxiety, but that
will, which is so hard to handle In
youth, gets hold of a difficult problem
In business in later years, and clinches
itself around the problem, it does not
let up until success is achieved.
The stubborn
boys are worth much
more than the gentle, "yielding kind,
provided they are properly trained.
AH the successful men In the country
had wills of their own. A strong will
well regulated is of more value than
a rich relative.

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

"20"
Flanders MODEL
FORE-DOO- R

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY,

Agents,

Lbs Vegas. New Mexico.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227.

Future Well Withheld.
We can he but partially acquainted
even with the events which actually

AOertalnReliefforFererlftlineiia,

In

TRIMMED HATS
$1.06

GROSS, HELL Y

Conntipation,
lleailnohe,
Hrnmnrh Trouble,
Teeihlna

Uiioraem,

and

Urnrv

Trade Mark, in 24 boars. At all Drur)psT,
Don't accent Sample mailed FREK. Artdrem.lion
nruttitui. A. S. OLMSTED, La Roy, N.Y.

&

CO.

(Ineoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS

slgna-Tablet-

1b

0

STREET HATS

influence our course through life and
our final destiny. There are Innumerable other events, If such they may be
called, which come close upon us, yet
pass away without actual results, or
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
even betraying their near approach by
BROMO Quinine the reflection of any light or shadow
Take LAXATIVE
falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
across our minds. Could we know
Druggists refund money if It all the vicissitudes of our fortune, life
would be too full of hope and fear,
ture Is on each box. 25c
exultation or disappointment, to afford
us a single hour of true serenity.
ARBOR DAY IN MICHIGAN
Hawthorne.
Lansing, Mich., May 2. Arbor day
was generally observed throughout the
state of Michigan today by the plantMOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
ing of trees and shrubs and by specia!
exercises in the public schools.
FOR CHILDREN,
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FOR FARMERS OF
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AMERICA
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2. Helen
2. According to
Raton, N. M., May
Chicago, May
Trenton, N. J., May 2. Governor
Washington, May 2. The adminisSlav Colonel
Andrew
D.
"Urankr, a seventeen-year-olWoodrow Wilson will leave Princeton
Davidson. tration is
in
its
forces
the
marshaling
tomorrow afternoon for a four weeks'
girl, attempted to commit suicide in who is known as the "Father
senate
the Canadian treaty bill.
for
her room at the Palace hotel about of the American Invasion." the
speaking tour of the westen and Pa4 o'clock Sunday afternoon by drink-in- s number
of Americans,
farmers' The president will know finally when cific coast states. His itinerary In
e
vial families, with their goods and chat the measures comes up for passage cludes Kansas City, Denver, Log Anthe contents of a
of carbolic acid mixed with several tels who will cross 'the boundary in what reliance may be placed in the geles, San Francisco, Berkeley, Portounces of whiskey. She was found to canaaa tnis year easily will ex
Minneapolis and St.
of the senators who have land, Seattle,
Lincoln and Chicago.
an hour later in an unconscious con- ceed 200,000. Colonel Davidson is in friendship
Paul,
assumed the guardianship of the adIt is said in the governor's behali
dition lying on the floor of her room, close touch with the immigration agconfiwhich was greatly disordered from ents In the United States, find pro- ministration's interests in the past. that the swing around the circle Is not
i her violent raving during her "suffer
phesies a record year in CanadisfA For it is recognized here in Wash- a campaign in any sense. All through
ington that having made the treaty the winter and spring he has been re
ing from the effects of the acid. Med settlements
Train loads of colonists are already an administration issue and called ceiving invitations from organizations
ical attention was at once summoned
inand everything possible done to coun taxing the railways and hundreds of the extra session for its passage, and groups of admirers in the West
teract the effect.
Although the those who bought land last fall are failure in the senate of the adminis- to visit and address them. He has, it
amount taken was sufficient to insure moving north to get their crops in as tration's friends would be fatal to is said, declined invitations from pure
certain death, the prompt administra- early as possible. Others are going to the political prospects of the party ly political or partisan bodies and will
has per take up land in some of the huge under his leadership. So there wlL1 discuss political issues only in a broad
tion of a counter-irritan- t,
mitted the efforts ot medical skill to blocks of new homesteads that are be no compromise and no sidestepping nonpartisan sense.
NorthLeaving Princeton, Governor Wilthe question.
become of some avail with the strong being opened up along the railways.
Kansas
at
will
be
first
son's
City,
stop
homesteads
of
One
free
block
10,800
The democratic house having ac
hopes that her life will be saved. The
where he is to be received by the
girl is resting easily today and dis- has been opened up beyond Edmonton, cepted the bill as it came from the Commercial club and
to
Peace
the
speak at a banand
is
settlers
attracting
president, without, as was declared
vitality charplaying a remarkable
ReKnife and Fork Club May
ot
the
numbers.
quet
in
River
great
Valley
of
in the house debate, "the dotting
acteristic of her race.
that for the an "i" or the crossing of a "f," the 5. Saturday he will depart for DenNo specific reason has been assign- ports from Edmonton say
ver, arriving there Sunday, May 7.
two months a steady stream of
ed the cause for the girl's desire to last
responsibility is checked up to the That
has
been
evening he will address the terpasshomeseekers' wagons
senate direct and plain. The repub
commit the deed. To those who know
celebration of the publicathe
and
that
centenary
that
city,
through
ing
licans either must pass the bill or
her, she has not appealed as one hav- hitherto unsettled
tion of the English Bible.
west of
prairie
ing a' predisposed tendency for the there will be sown to wheat this humiliate the administration.
Monday afternoon he will be the
recent New York
The
suicide mania. It is known, however,
president's
guest of the Government Science club
spring. Four million acres of free
has turned the tide of senti and in the evening will speak at a
that she had been in possession of homestead
land is now available along speech
the whiskey several days, presumably the branch lines of the Canadian ment toward the administration. From banquet of the Denver Chamber of
for the purpose of carrying her pre- Northern, and it is expected that much every section comes the report that Commerce. In Denver he also will
Mr. Taft has made his case before made addresses before the Rocky
When of
determined plan into effect.
it will be taken up in the next two the
his Mountain Princeton club Tuesday afcountry, and strengthened
an attempt was made to enter her months.
Now
in
favor.
administration
someroom- after discovering that
publio
ternoon and at a dinner of the Mile
According to the Hon. Frank Oliver,
N
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know
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from
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Amerigroans
wrong
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High Club that evening.
thing
minister of the interior,
susvote
senators
to
Pacific
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what
for
He departs May
suing from within, it was found
can farmers migrated to Canada be- ing
essary to break down the door and tween January, 1910, and January, tain the administration. The senator coast, where his itinerary is as folremove the heavy bed which she had 1911, and the Immigration for the fis- who votes against him in this critical lows:
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY AND GET IN THE GAME
beMay 12 Arrives at Lob Angeles for
placed against it. The windows were cal year ending March 31st, shows 'a moment will not be able to pose
Princethe
of
also securely locked, indicating that total of 110,000. Mr. Oliver further fore the country as a friend of the two days' stop, as guest
Board of
she intended no frustrating interfer stated that the year's immigration had president's. Certainly no such sen ton club, the Pasadena
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Mr.
to
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be
ator
he
in
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ence
attempt. (
been more than successful,
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season in to his interest either in his adminis club.
For the past several weeks she has predicted a
May 15 Arrives at San Francisco
waitress in the Bon Ton res 1911. He said that American immi tration or his political fortunes.
been
to
speak at a public dinner arranged
Among the leaders of the organizataurant on South First street and ib gration had so greatly increased dur
Princeton, Harvard and Yale clubs.
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by
of
tion
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considered by those acquainted with ing 1910 that the Dominion govern16 Will make an address in
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May 18 Arrives at Portland, Ore.
ine ried agents to care for those desirous rose, declared after a conference
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Saturday night where hia .ag&eemnta Include
trip.
cf taking up land in Canada, as well with the president
tainment by Princeton men, a banquet
Mr.
would
that
he
the
oppose
treaty.
assist
in
as the thousands employed
by the Commercial club, a luncheon
ing the immigrants to settle on their Gallinger is the senator who led the at the Y. M. C. A., and a public meet
MRS. POWELL ALMOST DEAD
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President,
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and hold a reception at the Seattle
tried Cardui. I was so poorly, I was helping settlers to locate.
A scant decade ago the greatest (conduct. Oliver of Pennsylvania is Press club.
almost dead. Now, I can walk four
also reported as being against the
miles and do my work with much concerted migration of modern times
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result
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more ease. I praise Cardui for my began
of Commerce.
wonderful cure." Cardui Is success- and wasteful farming that brought
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ful in benefiting sick women, be down the wheat yields from thirty
NEBRASKA MEDICAL MEN
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and, consequently cannot
convention that has met in
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hotel tomorrow night.
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Rexall Shoulder Braces will correct
today by the supreme court of Indeany such tendency and, as It may be
pendent Order, of Foresters. There are
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worn without discomfort or inconclearly, promptly, successfulseveral hundred
delegates present,
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With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have
dence in Las Vegas and its future and are
We hope that
willing to take a chance.
creased circulation and increased business will
justify our plunge.
Every public spirited
citizen in this city and every resident of
eastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to
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Indian blood which infects
a large portion of the population towards rapine, slaughter and brigandage. Whatever degree of civilization
obtains In Mexico Is chiefly due to the
mild but firm rule of Dias the Mexican Bismarck, with the band of ateel
'
in a glove of silk.
The parallel between. Diaz and the
German Iron chancellor goes further.
After unifying the
Jealous petty
German principalities into the most
powerful empire in Europe, Bismarck was stripped of his office by
the masterful young kaiser whose
fortunes he had made, and retired
in disgrace in his old age to die of
a broken heart. During the thirty
years, of his administration as the
virtual dictator of Mexico, Diaz has
cemented the warring elements or
Indian and Spanish blood into a
homogenous nation, redeemed his
country from primitive barbarism and
placed its feet in the paths of 'civilization. .Now In his old age he la menaced with enemies on every side and
may be forced into Inglorious retirement. The fate of these empire builders, Bismarck and Diaz, Is a sad commentary upon the mutability of humii
affairs. Even the most absolute power
is not proof against the vlssitudes of
half-savag-

SCIENCE AS A PROPHET

Into the' limited area of the cab, the
driver cracked his whip and drove

In the middle of the last century astronomers noticed some eurious variations aboiit the orbit of the outermost
planet, Uranus. It wasn't behaving as
a.
planet should. A
French astronomer calculated' that
thtse disturbances could bet caused
only by another planet ot a certain
iuaa beyond Uranus, whicn would be
a certain spot in the heavens laie in
September, lslb. The iterhn ouserva
lory found it mere at the time aud
place appointed.
This is perhaps the most striking
instance oi the way in which a scientific theory has been erified by actual observation.,
A similar instance has just been
roporteu from the University of Chicago in which a brilliant experimeut
nas demonstrated the truth of an old
working hypothesis of science. Physicists eariy observed the curious 'properties oi gases that they expand by
heat, for instance, and that their volume diminishes under pressure. In
searching for a theory of the compo
sition of gases that would account tor
these properties, the hypothesis was
suggested that they were made up of
clpumstance.
invisible particles in rapid motion,
hitting against each other
constantly
WORLD GROWING BETTER
and against the walls of the vessel
that imprisoned them.
Pessinflsts who complain of the
This hypothesis, strange as it seem.
hopelessness of human
depravity ed for what keeps the particles movcould find plenty of reasons for a
was found to explain all the
more optimistic view ot things but ing?
and it has done good
phenomena,
for the fact that a pessimist is wedservice for a hundred years. But no
ded to his idols, belonging in the class
ocular demonstration of it was given
of those who have eyes but will not
until Professor R. A. Millikan of the
see and ears but will not hear. On
of Chicago, devised a most
University
every hand there are constantly rautli-plyinmethod for showing what
Ingenious
evidences that the world Is
is actually going on within any gas, ingrowing better all the time. Take,
for example.
for example, the growth of modern cluding air,
Doctor Millikan sprayed a fine drop
society in the humanities as evidenced of oil from an atomizer between two
by Its treatment of criminals. The at- brass
plates. By keeping the plates
titude of society towards the criminswitched
with electricity,
charged
al has undergone almost a complete
on and off,- It was possible to
rapidly
revolution in the last decade or two.
keep the oil drop suspended in the
Formerly the keynote of criminal laws air between the
plates like Moham
was punitive and not at all curative.
med's coffin. Meanwhile the drop waa
Nowadays the curative idea predomi- illuminated by a beam of light and
nates, with the punitive rather inci- was watched
through a miscroscopic
dental than objective a last resort'
While
the air was at
telescorje.
In dealing with incorrigible crimic-als- .
ordinary atmospheric pressure the
remained quiet. But when the
The main function of the modern dropwas
drawn off so that a partial
air
criminal court looks to the redemp- vacuum was
formed, it began to
tion of the criminal as long as there
dance about violently as if it were
is a chance to save him, and yet o
knocked all about the lot.
make the whips of justice more ter being
f'The explanation is that with the
rible than ever for the incorrigible
air at ordinary pressure the particle
offender. The chief agencies of ""the is
subjected to an even and rapid bomlaw In accomplishing this wondeTCul bardment
of particles on all aides.
change are the parole system and the and so remains stationary. But wi'h
indeterminate sentence;
the. parole most of the air exhausted the bombard
being used to prevent crime and re- ment becomes uneven and irregular
deem the criminal and the Indetermi and so bats the
around.
nate sentence to strike terror Into V As the New drop
York Independent,
the professional criminafin "yhom
iwhich cites the case says, a pusn oan
the criminal instinct is Ifieradicably on the
college campus surrounded by
rooted. "Punishment has never anj"
a struggling mass of freshmen and
will never reform any criminal," is
remains stationary, but
a favorite maxim of a famous jurist sophomores
f, it gets out where the crowd is thin-ae- r
There is much truth in thai' assertion.'
it is pushed this way and that,.
As a rule, the convict comes out of
because the pressure is no
the penite'ntiary with his heart hardened against society, his mind embit
Science is a great prophet. The
tered by the thought which prevails
Millikan experiment is really the fulto a remarkable extent even among
fillment of a prophecy made a century
the most intelligent criminals that he
has been singled out for punishment ago.
where many others who have commit
ted similar offenses have gone free.
Like the Iahmaellte, in the end his
hand is against every man.
Statistics show, on the other hand,
Many are the stories told of Father
that the parole system has redeemed
wit and
many, especially young offenders who Healy, the Irish priest, whose
are new In crime. Before the pa wisdom were well matched. One day
role idea was adopted 55 per cent a vain young woman, who had exagof the convicts in the penitentiaries gerated ideas of her own charms, told
were first offenders! and the number him she feared that she had a besetof these who were reclaimed was hard- ting sin.
"And what is it?" asked Father
ly worth noting. Under the beneficient
to
85
Healy, his shrewd eyes having disoperation of the parole system
92 per cent of these first offenders cerned his neighbor at dinner wished
have been weaned from criminal ten- to be questioned.
"It is this," she said, her eyes dedencies and have become useful citizens. "Give me a chance," is the pa murely cast down. "Every time I pass
thetic cry of the young offender. The a looking glass I think of my beauty."
"Oh," said Father Healy, "that is
parole affords this blessed chance to
all who deserve it, while the Indeterm no sin, my daughter, but perhaps it is
inate or cumulative sentence brings a slight mistake, just a little error of
to bear the full weight of the heavy judgment." Youth's Companion.
hand of the law upon those who ar)
A large musician with a larger vio
irredeemably hardened in crime the
loncello hailed a hansome.
human mad dogs of society.
"Drive me to King's hall!" he said.
o
after a hard tussle, he had
When,
New York is preparing to spend
wedged himself and his instrument
and
$9,000,000 repairing
improving
the old state capitol in Albany. Allowing half of this for the politicians, the
state should be able to restore the
capitol in fairly creditable condition
for $4,500,000.
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DRIFTING INTO ANARCHY
Notwithstanding the . armistice between the Madero forces In the
northern states and the government,
the situation in Mexico appears to be
growing steadily worse. According
to the latest advices from the American minister, Wilson, at the Mexican
capital, alarming uprisings are taking place in practically every part of
the country and the scene of most
activities
formidable
revolutionary
hag shifted from the northern states
to the extreme south. Even the middle
states are honeycombed with disaffection which threatens the capital itself. Railroads are torn up In every
direction, telegraph and telephone
wires are cut In many places and com.
between the various
municationa
parts of the country are interrupted
to such an extent that the fate ot
some of the most important cities .'s
veiled in doubt. Altogether the insur-recto- s
seem to have the best of the
situation and conditions are bordering on anarchy owing to the pillaging
of ranches, haciendas and other private iTorierty by guerrilla bands
under the name of revolutionary patriots.
The only quiet zone is in the country In the vicinity of Juarez, across
the Rio Grande from El Paso, which
is controlled by the provisional
president Madero; and if the
late reports that the government is
rushing several thousand troops to
this locality in violation of the terms
of the armistice are true, the placid
conditions there are about to be ended. II these reports are untrue and
the armistice results in peace, it may
be possible for the government to
crush the rebels in other parts of the
country, especially it enough reforms
are granted to satisfy the patriotic
element among the insurrectos. Without this, however, the Diaz administration faces gloom and disaster. In
of
any event, the tenure of office
President Diaz appears to hang in the
balance. Even the moderate insurrecare determined td
tos apparently
force Diaz's resignation, or at least
to put a definite limit upon his incum.
bency of the presidency.
The resignation of President Diaz
misforiu all likelihood would be a
as
well
as
States
United
tune to the
to Mexico, iaz has been uniformly
in fact his adfriendly to Americans,
ministration has been characterised
throughout by a liberal, progressive
to American and
policy in its relations
With the far
alike.
foreign investors
an experienced
of
vision
sighted
statesman President Diaz longto ago
deot capital
recognized the need
of
resources
velop the rich natural concessions
wise
and
by
his country
succeedand liberal treatment he has
Ameriinvestments
by
ed in securing
and
can and European financiers
millions
to
men
amounting
business
of dollars. American investments alone
are estimated at $1,500,000,000. This
policy has resulted in the
of Mexico in recent years,
and at the same time the Diaz government has bent all its energies towards dissipating the native prejudice
which
prevails almost universally
masses against everything
the
among
American. Besides, hardly any Influence weaker than Diaz's iron hand
could have suffered so long to suphereditary tendencies of the
press the
i
g

self-style- d

rapid-developm-

ent
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ABSORBLETS

cian alighted and took out a shilling.
demanded
the
"What's,- - this?"
driver
j
f'Your legal fare," Bald the musician.
"Yes, I kndw it's my legal fare for
carrying you," retorted the Jehu, with
a direful glance at the bulky instrument, "but what about that there
flute?" Answers.
The attorneys for the prosecution
and defense had been allowed fifteen
minutes each to argue the case. The
attorney for the defense had commenced his argument with an allusion to
the old swimming hole of his boyhood
days. He told in flowery oratory of
the balmy air, the singing birds, the
joy of youth, the delights ot the cool
water
And in the midst of it he was indrawling of th
terrupted by the
Judge.

"Come out, Chauncey," he said, "and
put on your clothes. Your fifteen
are up." Success Magazine.
mln-ute-

Sing a song o' sixpence.
A pocket full o' rye;
Four and twenty highballs
Dumped in where it's dry.

the drought is broken
His head begins to swim
Won't, somebody please put
Judge.
A rudder onto him?
WThen

The teacher had been reading to the
forests ot
great
class about the
America.
"And now, boys," she announced,
"which one ot you can tell me the
pine that has the longest and sharpest needles?"
Up went a hand in the front row.
"Well, Tommy?"
"The porcupine!"
Tit-Bit-

Mrs. Neighobrs They tell me your
son is in the college football eleven?
Mrs. Malaprop Yes, indeed!
Mrs. Neighbors Do you know what

position he plays?
Mrs. Malaprop I ain't sure, but
think he's one of the drawbacks.
Chicago News.

o

Jim Jeffries and Bat Nelson should
take the fly into their confidence,
since it alone knows the science of
how to come back.
.

o

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report. Dandled over
Its own special leased wire! ""'

i

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET m
2. Wall
New York, May
street

trifling was active at the opening of
the; stock; market today, the , first
quotations In most, of the active
stocks being about on a level with
and
yesterday's close. Delaware
of a point; Western
Hudson rose
Maryland one and American Cotton
; Canadian Pacific lost a point
Oil
Active stocks ran oft fractionally,
but there was a partial recovery later
moved up
when the coal stocks
strongly. Ontario and Western rose
and Rock IsLehigh Valley 1
land preferred
A heavy tone developed the latter
part of the morning and prices fell
back from the high point which they
reached yesterday. The weakened
position of the market seemed to be
due to extensive profit taking.
Prices ''mended slowly in the late
afternoon but the leading issues continued to rule well below yesterday's
close. The market closed steady.
The market closed as follows:
63
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar, bid
1174
109
Atchison
127
Great Northern pfd
107
New York Central
156
Northern Paclfio
116
Southern Pacific
178
Union Pacific
76
United States Steel
119
United States Steel, pfd

1;

re-

garding an apparent intention to run
up the price of May wheat here, caused an advance today in new crop futures, though the rise proved small
compared with the jump of the current month. The latter option was
bid up more than two cents a bushel
before the selling by commission
houses and pit scalpers put a stop to
the manipulation. Slightly unfavorable weather conditions in thia coun
try helped to turn the sentiment
against the bears, as did higher
cables, due in part to a big decrease
in the European visible supply. The
cents
opening was V to
above last night, with May leading.
to 88
a gain
July started at 88
to
cent and advanced to
of
Closing figures were firm

22

1.

-

to

32

32,

32.

Bold

at

32

IJ.Zalaa.

COWS,

Market 5
Hogs Receipts 16,000.
to ho cents higher. , Bulk of sales,
$5.55.90; heavy, $i. S(g5.85; pack,
era and butchers, $5.$05.95; lights,
'
$5.$5g6.
,.4;
Sheep Receipt 10,000. Market 10
to 15 cents higher. Muttons, $3.50
4.40; lambs, $4.755.90; few wethers
and yearlings, $3. 75 5; fed western
ewes, $3. 50 4. 50.

and

rallied to
Scattered buying
and the advance in the market for
hogs gave a lift to provisions. The
first sales were
cents to 15
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
cents higher with July at $15.10 for
May 2. Cattle receipts
Chicago,
pork; $8.15 for lard and $S.108.12
Market steady. Beeves, $5'8(C
2,000.
for ribs.
steers,
6.45;Texas
western steers, $4.80 5. 70; stockerg
CHICAGO GRAIN QUOTATIONS
and feeders, $45.45; cows and hellChicago, May 2. Wheat, July 89;
ers, $2.405.65; calves, $4 5. 75.
Sept. 88. Corn, July 53; Sept. 534
Market 5
Hogg ReceiptB 11,000.
. Oats, July
Sept. 32. cents
higher. Light, $5.75 6.13:
Pork, July $15.15. Lard. July $8.15 mixed,
$5.756.10; heavy, $5.C06;
8.17; Sept. $8.25. Ribs, July rough, $5.605.75; good to choice
8.12; Sept. $8.00.
heavy $5. 75 6; pigs, $5.606.05;
bulk of sales, $5.906.05.
, BOSTON WOOL MARKET
Sheep Receipts 15,000. Market is
Boston, May 2. The wool market 3teady. Native,
$3 4. GO;
western
has again lapsed into quietness, sales $3.254.60; yearlings, $4.405.4C;
being for the most part in small lots lambs, native, $4.256.10; western,
of scoured wools. Values are steady $4.656.25.
at what holders regard as bottom figures. Fleece wools show no improveOMAHA LIVE STOCK
ment, one quarter Ohio selling at
Omaha, May 2. Cattle Receipts
23
with Michigan slightly lower. 4,800. Market steady.
Native steers
A fair amount of territory is moving $ 5.00 6.00; cows and heifers $3.25
In original sacks at 17 to 18 cents.
5.75; western steers $3.755.70,
Clothing territory scoured sella at 46
8,000.
Market
Sheep Receipts
to 48 for fine and 45 for fine medium.
strong to 10 cents higher.
Yearlings
Bidders are all in the west' interviewwethers
$4.404.90;
$4.104.60;
ing flock masters for the new clip ewes $3.504.35; lambs $5.256.10.
and buying is reported very active
with prices rising. In Utah, where
NEW YORK MONEY
13 cents was quoted last week, shear
New York, May 2. Call money
ers are asking 14 cents. Pulled wools
per cent; prime mercantile
remain dull and rather weak.
paper
per cent. Mexican dollars. 45.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
St.
Louis,
May 2. Wool Market Is
t
NEW YORK METAL
unchanged. Territory and .western
New York, May 2. Standard copmediums, 1517 cents; fine mediums,
per quiet, Sept $11.60011.70;
July
1315 cents; fine, 1112 cents.
$11.65011.75. Lead, quiet $4.404.50;
bar sliver 53.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
reKansas City, May 2. Cattle
ST. LOUIS METAL
ceipts 7,500. Market steady. Native,
St. Louis, May 2. Spelter firm
steers, $5 610; southern steers, $4.25
5.60; southern cows and heifers, $5.30.

57

32;

22 34

i5 per cent Discount

2opercentDiscount

Skirts
this week at Bacharach's

On all Boy's Suits this

On all Women's

'"You were on the ground floor of
the screme?"
"No, I was In the copola; when Vhe
bottom
dropped out I fell clear
through Into the subcellar." Puck.

JUST

Smitherson went home ohe evening
the gambling
after a bad day"-- 'at
table. "Wife," he said, "have you anything to eat "
"Yes, lots of things."
"Well, cook up everything in the
house everything."
"Gracious! Are you so hungry?"
"Noi," answered Smitherson "with
finality. "I'm going to sell the stove."
Success Magazine.
archaeologist with a
great enthusiasm for the period of
the Caesars was wandering about the
Roman Forum one morning, when a
woman poked her head over the wall.
"Hey!" she said, in the familiar
accent of Western New York. "What
place Is this?"
"This is the ruins of the Forum,"
responded the archaeologist.
"And what might that be?" she
asked.
Amused, but glad of a chance to in
duct a fresh mind into his hobby, the
archaeologist explained. He waxed
eloquent; he began at its foundation;
he pictured the pageant after pageant
of history, the successive armies and
races that made that spot memorable.
for want of
Finally he ran down
breath.
"My!" she said. "Quite a historic
spot, isn't it?" Exchange.-

One of the advantages of dealing with

Bach-arach-

's

that practically everything can be
here. When
is

you have bought silk stockbought
some
want
and
here
ings
pairs of inexpensive hose
for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for them. The best values in low priced
a pair are here
as well as
hosiery, at say
the best values at a dollar or more. just
After you have bought your boy a fine, new
suit for dress up, you can also find the best play
blouses here for 49c that that little price will buy
anywhere. It is so all over the store. Every grade
of merchandise that is worth having, that will
give service and answer the purpose, will be found
at Bacharach's.

ic

Spear Caps
for Boy's

'.','

Spear Straw Hats for
Girls and Boys
Of 2 to 15 years. Sometimes
nam to get, aren't they? We

A very complete stock of
new styles and shapes. 35c
to 75c each.

nave them.

-

Alarm rings only at time to awaken you. A clock that will
give service Three dollars less 10 per cent for cash.
"
We also have the Dollar Clock.

Shoes and Oxfords Hose and Half Hose
for Tien, Women
for Men Women
and Children
and Children
THE BEST MAKES

ROBE RT J. TAU PERT

KNOWN

THE RIGHT
STYLES AT THE RIGHT PRICES

EVERY PAIR ABSOLUTELY
,

GUARANTEED. A
GIVEN FOR EACH PAIR
WOT SATISFACTORY

OF QUALITY"

515-51- 7

'i-

Las Vegas, New Mexico,

week at Bacharach's

WHY THIS IS AN ALL SERVICE STORE

An American

Railroad
Avenue

j

$3.254.75; native cows and heifers.
$35.80; atockers and feeders, $4.75
5.85; bulls, $45; calves, $4650;
western sters, $4.755.90; western

with July 89
cents a net gain of
from
Corn derived firmness
the strength in wheat. Trade was
cent low
to
light. July opened
er at 52 to 53 receded to 52 and
then advanced to 52. The close
close was with July at 53, an advance of
over last night. .The demand for oats exceeded the offerings
but was not of unusual volume. July
started a shade to
cents higher at

Tit-Bit-

ALARM CLOCK

606 Douglas Avenue,

3.

CHICAGO GRAIN MARKET
Chicago, May 2. Nervousness,

Sunday School Teacher (telling of
the Deluge) And then It rained forty days and forty nights.
Johnny Were the farmers satisfied
then, sir?

AN EIGHT DAY

Li
--

1

Griggs Weren't you surprised that
the customs officials didn't find those
things you smuggled in?
Brlggs Oh; no; my wife stowed
them away. She can pack things In a
trunk where she can't find them herself. Boston Transcript.

Something New and Practical

The Mexican peace conferees are
meeting on the south bank of the Rio
Grande below Juarez, which is a long
way from Portsmouth, N. H., and The
Hague, but will probably answer the
purpose.
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Pierce Murphy, Jr., left this after-noo- n
for a visit to Philadelphia.
Sol Harris, the Albuquerque hat
salesman, is here on one of his re.ru- Jar trips.
Jobja, S. Clark ;went to Wagon
Mound this afternoon on a brief business trip. '
Max INordhaus, manager of the
Charles llfeld company, is In Albuquerque on company business.
A. McCready, division traveling engineer for the Santa Fe, was here
today from his headquarters in Raton.
Matthew Keenan, territorial brand
inspector, returned today to his home
in Springer, after having been here
several days.
Mr. ani Mrs. Hector M. Kearney,
residents of Watrous, were in Las
on a visiting
Vegas today
and

prescription.

INTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Main 3

Shopping

We Have

Just

Western
Garden
Seed
In Bulk

and
Package
--

FromBarteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

J.

A.

trip.

Justin Council, who is employed by.
the Santa Fe as a conductor, went
this afternoon to Topeka, Kan., on a
business and pleasure trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Davis of Portsmouth, 0., are among the visitors in
Lag Vegas. They are visiitng points
of interest in the southwest.
Mrs. 0. Linberg and children, Grace
and Tipple, left this afternoon for St.
Louis, where they will spend several weeks . visiting
relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Good of Tulsa.
Okla., who had been visiting a short
time In Las Vegas, while on a tour
of the southwest, left this afternoon
.for Albuquerque.
Mrs. D. J. Devine and Mrs. I. C.
Floersheim of Springer returned to
their home this afternoon after hav-inbeen here to attend the wedding
of Miss Reeves Kelly and Roy Eagle
which occurred Saturday evening.

Received a Lot of

Papen

f

Cleaning bouse is How in

TO SIGN BRIDGE

COURT OPENS

PROCEED

CONTRACTS

MONDAY

or-

der and we are going to help
yoy by making big reductions
in just the goods you need,

right

now-

-

SALE ENDS
MAY 3,

1911

For Spot Cash Only, No
or Premiums go
With This Sale
30c for the
Shades.

7

es

ft. mounted 50c

45c for the 7 ft. mounted
Opaque 75c Window Shades.
75c for the 7 ft.x38 in. wide
Duplex Shades, hand mounted,
the $1.00 Quality.',
50c pair for 75c Lace Curtains
95c pair for $1.25 Lace Curtains
$1.20 pair Jfor the $1.50 Lace
Curtains.
$1.40 pair for the $1.75 and $2
Lace Curtains.
$1.00 a week will buy a new
Buck's Range, 6 hole, big value
for $40.00.
$9.85 for the $12.50 Dexter
Washing Machine.
$1.95 for the $2.85 Lace Curtain Stretcher with easel back,
the best kind on the market.
52c square yard for the 75c
Printed Linoleum.
62c square yard for the 85c
Printed Linoleum.
$1.10 square yard for the
$1.50 Inlaid Linoleum.
$1.20 square yard for the
Inlaid Linoleum.
5
Off any Navajo Indian
5

THIS. ACTION

TO SHOW IT HAS SPECIAL SESSION
OF COUNTY
TAKEN COGNIZANCE OF SUS.
BOARD TOMORROW
FOR
PENSION OF WORK
THIS PURPOSE

The Las Vegas grant board yesterday afternoon, after having beard at
the morning session the remarks of
F. H. Pierce regarding the Camfleld
company, decided to notify the company to proceed with the construction
of the big dam according to the term?
of the contract. The board had been
assured, however, by Mr. Pierce of
the intention of the company to renew operations at once and the notification of the company to resume
work was a matter of form. It was
official notice from the board tbat the
stopping of Work had been taken
cognizance of by that body.
So much routine
business was
waiting the consideration of the
board at this session "bat it was
necessary to prolong it throughout
yesterday afternoon and this morning.
The May session will be brought to
a formal close tomorrow with the
reading and approval of th9 minutes
Before the next meeting of the board
it is expected that the big dam on
the Las Vegas grant will be npidly
assuming form and a big force of
men will be engaged in its

TREACHEROUS WIND
PREVENTEDASCENSION
HOWEVER, EVERYTHING ELSE IS
READY FOR OPENING OF
CARNIVAL TONIGHT

The board of county commissioners
yesterday afternoon, following tna
transaction of considerable routine
business and the allowing of bills, ad
journed until tomorrow afternoon nt
3 o'clock when it will meet in special
session. J. V. Jenkins of Denver, rep
resenting the Missouri Valley Bridge
and Iron Works, which has the contract for the building of three new
bridges in this county this summer,
will be present and the contract will
be signed in due form. Before such
action is taken, however, the commissioners will determine what plans will
be adopted In bridge construction.
Two separate plans for each bridge
have been submitted by the company
and the board has not yet made its
decision. It cannot do so until it ha.)
consulted with Mr. Jenkins.
E. Barber yesterday afternoon reported to the commissioners that he
had completed the erection of the
monuments on the Santa Fe trail
These are five in number, one ot
which is in the gateway to the Plaza
park. The stones are mounted in cement and stone and are placed nt
sufficient height to be seen a considerable distance.
The commissioners yesterday received the qualifications of Juan B.
Chavez and Hilarlo Montano as Justice of the peace and constable, respectively, of Precinct 44. Juan B.
Garcia also qualified as constable of
Precinct 43. The three men had been
appointed at a previous session of the
board.

for the' $25.00 Smith
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TERRI-TORIA-

ALLEGED
TO E. J. M'ALLISTER
HAVE FLED TO ESCAPE

BRANCH

CREDITORS

The United States district
court is
scheduled to begin its
spring term
Monday morning in the San
Miguel
county, court house. Not a
great deal
of business is
awaiting the court and
it is expected all the
business can
e disposed of in a
week.
The grand
Jury probabiy win ba bug,
tbJs
however.
there is considerable
business to be brought before
it
Judge Clarence J. Roberts is
expected to arive here
Friday from his
oome in Raton to, look
after routine
business before the
opening of court
The May term of the San
Miguel
county district court, will begin Mon- uny morning, May I5j Several important cases are to be tried amona
wwch Is that of Will Rogers and
Joe
Wiggins, charged with kidnaping.
HOBOES

PLAY

HERE

TO

L

SUNDAY

h

h.v-e-

-

Where is E. J. McAllister? ,Num-erou- s
people would like to know and
it is intimated that the greater number of these have bills which, they
would like to persent to the departed
butcher. McAllister, who had been
employed for some time by Graaf &
Hayward as a meat cutter, worked
Saturday evening until the usual
quitting time. He folded up bis
apron and laid it on the meat block.
Then he left the store. That was the
last seen of him, although it is reported that he boarded Santa Fe train
No. 8 early Sunday morning. It is
believed McAllister went to Chicago.
His wife and baby are still here.
Mrs. McAllister, it la understood,
knows where her husband went on
his hasty journey.
McAllister is said to be heavily in
debt in Las Vegas. It is rumored
he has been gambling steadily for
several months. That he was prepar
is believed
ing to make a
by some of his associates in the
store to whom he told the story sev
eral days ago that his wife's parents
in Chicago were ill and he was preparing to send her to them. Instead,
Mchowever, it was his own grip
Allister was packing.
It will be remembered that Meal- left Las Vegas
lister's father-in-labetween suns, leaving several unpaid
bills, It is alleged.
get-awa- y

By Installing a, special leased wire,
carrying the full Associated Press
day report, The Optic has met tho
competition furnished by the big
dailies. Subscribe now.

It is in The Optic if It happens
whether in Las Vegas or elsewhere
in the world.

;

The

best seller, The Optic.
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will be a week of special demonstration with Nemo Corsets at our store.

It you

have not yet tried these popular and satisfying corsets, visit our Corset Department
this week and have their many advantages explained to you. There is a model especially
adapted to every figure Let us find one for you. $2.00 to $5.00.

Nemo No. 305
I
"Military Beit"

Nemo

$3.00

For the tall woman,
or one of slender fig- ure, who wants extreme style with
Long lines give a'
chic and lissome ef
fect even to women of
medium build; while
slender women be
come almost sylphlike.
But such comfort!
And this corset induces one to walk
erectly and breathe
deeply.
Of fine white batiste

or coutil;

$3.00

sizes 19 to 30'

Self-Reduci-

No.

wm;
m U

.

$4.00

An instant success, because it does
more for a stout woman than any other
corset ever made.
The long skirt
comes well to tho

ran
K Mil

405

ng

I

front, and reduces
back, hips and up- limbs to the
fier
degree. But
the pressure relaxes when you sit
down and you are
as comfortable as
if you had no cor-

set on.

For Tall Figures
Sizes

illlW

mi

lift
ma

'

m DfttYTCwrtCT

ABDDWHAL SUPPORT

These bands of semi-elast- ic
Lutikopt Webbing outweu
the corset and produce extreme
with perfect
ease, standing ot seated.

20 to 36

$4.00

Made with the
new Nemo Relief
Bands, which firm
ly suDDort the ab- -

nj

Frank Revell,

f
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Manager Howard SImpkins of the
Maroons has received another letter
from the manager of the
professlon-hobo baseball team. With aid
n
him by willing friends he has
been able to decipher the
writing and
wade through the involved
spelling.
Here is the letter:
dere M. SimpKinn:
Reed yure letter And wuz
glad to
Fit it. Yure tearms is 0. k
and we ac- ceps them. Their is one thing
rams 'io as aDout. Is Las Vegas
dry on sunDays? If it is we wants
to arrive here sunDay mornln so the
boys wont git tanked on de red doDe
Unless you hereB frum me sooner we
First Small Boy We'd better be will
git to vegas on a fast frate trane
good.
Satday nite or sunDay morning.
-Second Small Boy- Why
ALFONSO HOGAN,
First Small Boy I heard doctor tell J
Hobo Baseball teme,
Pgr.
mother to take plenty of exercise.
Woman's Home Companion.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
Best draught beer In the city, at in the wood. Direct from distillery
to ,you. At the Lobby, of course.
the Lobby, of course.
;
.r'

On account of the wind the balloon
ascension that was to have opened
the Greater Las Vegas band's big
Axminster Rugs, 3 by 10-TODAY'S GAMES
street carnival did not occur this af
$21.85 for the $27.50 Smith
ternoon. However, it was stated by
PICKNICKERS LEFT IN
Axminster Rugs, 9 by 12 ft.
National League
the management that an ascension
Pittsburg-Chicag'- o
would be made today if it had to be
game postponed;
ONLY AT- put off until 6 o'clock. If the wind
MIDDLEJF STREAM cold weather.
5.
Boston
subsided sufficiently by that time
has
Philadelphia 6;
balloon
the
,wlll ascend and Las VePARTY HAD A WET
HAYRACK
the opportunity i
Amtdcan League
gas people will .i
it
TIME OF IT UP THE CANYON
Cleveland-Chicagof witnessing tne most sensauouai
game postponed;
been
ever
has
that
LAST NIGHT
parachute leap
with the
Boston 0.
The
balloon,
here.
executed
Washington
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. B.Las Vegas
inNew York 2; Philadelphia
apparatus for filling it has been
Last night a party of young people,
south
lot
Just
vacant
stalled on the
who went on a hayrack ride up Hot
accident
of the Closson rooming house near
an
with
met
canyon,
BREAKWATER
Springs
LINER STRUCK
grounds. Ascensions
excitement
the carnival
little
no
furnished
which
2
Red
The
May
Dover,
Kngland,
made
will
daily from that place
be
and might have resulted seriously.
which sailsteamer
Star
Kroonland,
balloon did not go up
the
river.
Gallinas
the
Although
While crossing
' on the
carnival
for New
ed
from
yesterday
of
Antwerp
else
wagon
the
out
everything
pulled
the tongue
CLUB
ELKS
FOR
enare
while
tents
breakwater
the
the
All
Willi
struck
did.
vehifile.
big
York,
loaded
a
tha
r.t
grounds
'
iXH
mid tering Dover Harbor last night and
wheel and
the
Ferris
in
the
are
as
standing
up
merrymakers,
..J. Ia.im fnZli
The acThe amusement palaces
die of the stream in auoui. xuu. iv.-o- f damaged its steering gear.
RESIDENT MEMBERS WHO ARE
the
of
their flaring fronts,
; the
cident
sailing
with
water.
delayed
are
ready
rapidly running
gal- Kroonland until 7:30 o'clock
this
ABLE, CONTRIBUTING LIBERas are the tents where one may try
However, the boys in the party,
in
and it is morning.
t,t
ALLY TO BUILDING FUND
w the "dummies"
uia wn ntanakine
lantly braved the icy waters
the eye or hitting the flying targets.
said carried each of the girls in the
laud
amuseon
Success is being met with by the There- - are ten big places of
party to safety. Once builtdry
the
FIRST
THE
of the
REQUISITE
that
was
One
bonfire
the
on
a
a
fund
ment
grounds.
big
Elks in their efforts to raise
again,
Old
clothes and
the
is
their
these
of
new
most
attractive
dry
their
of
erection
might
in
the
assist
to
boys
in
eaten
was
lunch
of
negroes
ft
picnic
club house. Yesterday a committee Plantation where troupe
class
the glrre of the bonfire. The party
called upon some of the resident from the south will give high
A moving picture
the' lodge and received entertainments.
returned to the city at a mm were'
members
of
ima1 " merit which offers a
Those who enjoyed the ride Bent-lerf
V
nledees for about $700.. The owner OUU
of
Misses Shultz, Bradfleld, Harper,
Elks
program at each perform
the
which
lots
change
of two of the
or ui uis
Grace Bentley, Catraba, Baggs.
a
one
hasmade
i,uot is
ance,
purchasing
contemplate
Hammond.
show.
Ground, Jones, Hemler,
reduction of $500 in the purchase the
Marietta and Rogers. Messrs. Rutledge.
During each afternoon and evening
price.' The lots are located on Dou
Cook,
the Greater Las Vegas
east
Barker, Omar Barker, Johnny
corner
Just
on
the
avenue
performance
glas
Stewart. Cully.
concerts in the cen
Grinslade, Wilhite,
furnish
club
will
The
band
of Temple Montefiore.
Hughes.
show
an
the
Koogler, Bentley. Fredrlcks,
grounds. There
of
have
will
tre
committee
likely
house
and lots
Johnson and Jack Renshaw.
attractions
interesting report to make at the will be many free
crowds
The
will
big
for
fun
which
everybody.
of
next meeting of the lodge,
show
on
the
The
will
gathering
begin
from
week
one
tonight.
held
be
OF
and
the
7
o'clock
at
EPIDEMIC
AN
Elks' lodge has considerable money grounds tonight
Ev
late.
until
continue
will
con
with
the
hilarity
in the treasury, and,
will be there. You
town
in
are
who
RAGING
members
the
erybody
of
tributiona
SORE EYES
able to "chip in," it expects to build had better join the gang 'and enjoy
to go yourself.
"What," asked the abitious young its club without being obliged
DOCTORS WHO
first
the
requiconsider
debt.
"do
into
you
DISEASE BAFFLES
far
man,
WOMAN'S GREATEST TROUBLE
EYE OR
site of a playwright?"
DENY IT IS PINK
other
some
in
"A
gained
reputation
Big Sandy, Tenn. Mrs. Lucy Can
TRACHOMA
field of endeavor," replied the expeMUCH PETTY PILFERING
trail of this place, says: "Every two
rienced manager.
to go to bed and stay
Petty pilfering of property lately weeks. I had
Northern New Mexico is being
several
to
days. I suffered untold
there
has assumed such proportions as
of sore, eyes
seemed to help me
Nothing
or
swept by an epidemic
misery.
UNCOMPLIMENTARY
consider
loss
become a financial
as .1
the woman's
tried
himm baffles the doctors
I
Cardui,
able size to the Santa Fe railway until
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I had been afflicted
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Although
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before The
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me more H an
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Grocer and Butcher.
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House Cleaning BOARD ORDERS COMMISSIONERS SPRING

rrescnpnonist

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the ' man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
oar
leaving
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take, you may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
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I Politicians..
HAS
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The lieutenant governor of Rhode
Island receives a salary of $500 a year,
which It la now proposed to increase

CAME AGAIN

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY AND

BUSINESS

ALWAYS

THE

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

to $1,500.

It is rumored that Mayor Carter
MIGHT AS WELL PUT IT ON THIS
of Chicago will be the Hearst
Harrison
WEEK INSTEAD OF TAGGING
candidate for the democratic presiPROCESSION

COLUMN

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular , com-

munication first and
dential nomination next year.
third Thursday in each
Minnesota has adopted the Oregon
month. Visiting broth,
It must come, bo you might as well plan providing for the nomination of
ers cordially invited.
put it on this week. Instead of tagging United States senators by direct vote
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
along behind the procession, which is of the people.
Secretary.
Sporleder,
lining up and only awaiting the signal
William Allen White, the Emporia
from some leader.
editor, suggests Governor Stubbs of LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
The straw lid is ready for ' you, Kansas as the best man to succeed
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
whether or not you are ready for it.
Charles Curtis in the United States
conciave second Tues-daThis is the week to put 'em on in senate.
in each month at Ma
Las Vegas.
The National Negro Democratic sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. DOptic' Number, Main 2.
In some localities they are wearing league will meet in Indianapolis on
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
and in some sections May 17 to formulate plans for particiRATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- them already,
corder.
they will not be uncorked for a month pation in the presidential campaign
TISEMENTS
this is the week for the of 1912.
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
Five cent per line each insertion yet. But
in Las Vegas, so dust off the
straw
Governor Glasscock has called a
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
Estimate six ordinary word to a
old one if the dog hasn't chewed it special session of the West Virginia
convocation first Monday
line. No ad to occupy les space than
converted it legislature to enact a state-wid- e
priin each month at Matwo line. All advertisement charg up, or the baby hasn't
to start the fire mary law which shall include provisonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
ed will be booked at apace actually into something good
with during the winter months and sions for the popular nomination of
m. J. A. Rutledge,
set, without regard to number of
out on the street.
United States senators.
Chas. H- - Sporleder,
word. Cash in advance preferred. saunter
Of course, everyone will look at you,
Three candidates have so far an- secretary.
and the men will smirk and the wo- nounced for the democratic gubernamen will giggle. At least that is torial nomination in Florida. They are RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
G3
S. Meets second and fourth Thurswhat your conclusion will be. But that Attorney General
Park Trammell,
AVANTED First class
cook,
good is just where you are wrong, as usual. State Railroad Commissioner R. Huddays in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Also you will think you look like a son Burr, and Cromwell Gibbons, a
wages. Apply 813 Fourth street."
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
chorus man during the winter show prominnt lawyer of Jacksonville.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
"WANTED A competent cook.
In- season the first time you venture out
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Governor Woodrow Wilson of New
on fhe sidewalk, and you will think Jersey, who is expected to be a1 leadS.
ColMrs.
506
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
B.
Davis, Jr.,
quire
that every one of the several styles ing candidate for the democratic presumbia.
NOI
LODGE
1,
they have to offer you is juBt exact- idential nomination next year, is plan' EL' DORADO
WANTED
Situation by experienced ly what you ought not to put on your ning an extensive tour of the West
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS
Meets
male teacher, in public or private head. But all that comes from six in the early summer. He will speak
every Monday eveschool for the summer or portion of months of derbies, fedoras, telescopes in Seattle, Portland, San Francisco
ning in Castle hall.
and caps, not to mention some of and Los Angeles, and will also stop
it. Address M., Optic.
durwore
Visiting Knights are
the unnamable things men
off at Lincoln, Neb., to be the guest
seaand
the
winter
spring
Invited.
early
o William J. Bryan.
ing
cordially
son.
Chas. E. Llebsch- nier. Chancellor
True, the latest things In straws
L'GGS, EGGS Thoroughbred
single do look a little funny at first sight DON'T BECOME BENT OR UGLY.
Commander. Harry
comb Rhode Island Reds from the The crowns seem too high. But we
The necessity for round or stooped
Martin, Keeper of
best laying strain In America. $2 thought the low, peanut top derbies shoulders does not exist, since there
Records and Seal.
per 15. Inquire rate for special were funny enough to frame when is on the market a brace to correct
mating. E. S. Lewis, Phone 323.
we got the first glimpse of them last such conditions, which may be worn BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
fall. But they weren't. It Is all In without inconvenience or' discomfort, UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
UNDERWOOD Typewriter
and consequently will be worn a suffi- and third Wednesdays of each
in good getting used to things.
condition for sale at Judge Long's
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
Weatherman Baker is not "in" with flclnet length of time to produce satlaw office.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
the Las Vegas haberdashers, as will isfactory results.
be easily noted. But it will be warm . As a rule, most shoulder braces are
Secretary. Visiting memFOR SALE Some gentle driving and during the week possibly tomorrow. not only uncomfortable, but bind the
bers cordially invited.
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to
Brace up, men get 'em out!
form in such a manner that they in3050 lb3. Lester Sands, 620 Douterfere with the circulation and per- FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
ROSY As A GIRL
glas Avenue.haps produce more harm than good.
their ball in the Schmidt building,
Summit. N. C. In a letter received
The Rexall Shoulder Brace Is made
west of Fountain Square, at eight
l'OR
SAIjB Thoroughbred R. C. from this place, Mr. J. W. Church, the entirely ot cloth la extremely Wsht
o'clock. Visiting members are corwhite Wyandotte eggs, Jl for 15. In notary public, says: "My wife had and may be worn without Its pres
dially welcome. Fred Phillips, presiquire 812 Douglas Ave., Phone Ve been ailing for nearly 12 years, from ence being noticeable to any marked
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
was
at
are
authorities
times,
and
Medical
female'
decree.
ailments,
gas 15.
Bally, Treasurer.
sufunable to leave the house. She
agreed that In it all the objection
back.
and
side
with
her
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de fered agony
able features of most braces have J. r. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
withbeen overcome, and we most heartily
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- We tried physicians for years,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesout relief. After these treatments all recommend it to youv
ords at The Optio office.
day of the month In the vestry
failed, she took Cardui, and gained in
We have the Rexall Brace in all
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
red
and
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock weight at once. Now she ia
sizes, suitable for the child of four
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
.
mt AA
AA
r
rosy as a sohbol girl." Cardui, as a years or the adult weighing 300 cordially invited.
baby ,Ui l
Isaac Appel,
tonic for women, has brought remark- pounds. Price $1.00. Can be obtain
muni hc
Charles Greenclay, SecPresident;
E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2. able results. It relieves pain and
ed only at our store The Rexall
retary.
and is the ideal tonic for young Store. E. G. Murphey. .
and told. Try it. At druggists.
Estray Advertisement
Warning to Railroad Men
Notice is hereby given to whom it
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St., Bath Me.,
nay concern that the following
FOR RENT 2 light housekeeping
sends out this warning to railroaders
Even Wore.
estray animal was taken up by
"A conductor on the railroad,
my
rooms with bath. 717 Fifth street.
The hobble skirt
work caused a chronic inflammation C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
Was but a starter;
Hast heard about
of the kidneys, and I was miserable
One small bay horse about
The hobble
and all played out. A friend advised 4 years old.
Foley Kidney Pills and from the day
Branded
mmm
I commenced taking them, I began to
HI
GOVERNMENT
Intelligence.
FARMS FREE OffiOn right hip
The Inflamma
f
my
strength.
regain
Negley Tou seem to have a poor tion cleared and I am far better than
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," deSaid
to
animal
this
unknown
being
of Poldler's intelligence.
I have been for twenty years. The
scribes every acre in every county opinion
unless claimed by owner on or
Gaymer You would, too, if you weakness and dizzy spells are a thing Board,
before
May 20, 1911, said date being 10
in the United States; contains knew he had been looking in the city of
the past and I highly recommend
last appearance of this ad
after
rainadand
section
days
G.
Scahefer
plats,
township
directory three day's for Zlegler's
Foley Kidney Pills." O.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
fall maps, land laws, how and where dress "and had got only as far as the and Red Cross Drug Co.
by this Board for the benefit of the
to get land without living on it, all Ds.
owner when found.
all
this
in
world
Is there anything
about irrigated farms and Indian
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
that is of more importance to you
Albuquerque, N. M.
reservation openings. Price 25 cents
Why He Didn't
than good digestion? Food must be First
28,
last pub. May 9, '11.
April
pub.
for
son
money
writes
diSaint
enough
"Pa,
eaten to sustain life and must be
postpaid. The Homeseeker,
come home on."
blood.
to
and
into
converted
When
w&s
gested
Minnesota.
Paul,
"An' if it wasn't fer one thing, I'd the digestion fails the whole body
Estray Advertisement
suffers. Chamberlain's Tablets are
Notice is hereby given to whom It
send
it to him, b'gosh!"
Ynr Rareness of the muscles wheth
a rational and reliable cure for indi- may concern 'that the following de"An" what's that, pat"
er induced by violent exercise or in
him to take It an' gestion. They Increase the flow of scribed estray animal wa9 taken up by
like
be
Just
"Ifd
Is
Liniment
jury. Chamberlain's
bile, purify the blood, strengthen the Louis Abeyta Isleta, N. M.
This Jiniment is also hishly come home."
stomach, and tone up the whole di
One gray horse 7 years
in
affords
esteemed for the relief it
gestive apparatus to a natural and old,
750 lbs., 57 inches high.
all
cases of rheumatism. Sold by
drug
weight
all
For
sale
action.
drug
healthy
He Wanted It Safe.
by
Branded
gists.
Your friend, the old sea gists.
Townley
rjpt
RB
On left hip
captain, seemed to be a little timid
Kind
Do
of
You
Have
the
of
In
Right
auto?
Help?
a
M.
Said
J.
your
popular druggist
Howell,
about going
animal being unknown to this
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Greensburg. Ky.. says, "We use Cham'
Wlmstrong Yes; the fact is, he abto
and
kind
neutralize
of
our
own
help
in
right
berlain's Cough Remedy
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
solutely refused to go at all until I
household and know it is excellent." had the machine equipped with an remove the poisons that cause back- days after last' appearance of this adothand
nervousness,
headache,
ache,
For sale by all druggists.
said estray will be Bold
anchor and a. compass.
kidney and bladder aliments." O. G. vertisement,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
owner when found.
Foley Kidney Pilla. are a true medi
In HI
Line.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Right
Ttio
nrA
strengthen
iro
"
A
r
VillVl
J
' act "Here's an interesting article in this
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
tonic
and
They
ing, antiseptic
Notice Is
given 'to whom it First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
anu - neu newspaper intltled, 'The Art of Rest may concernhereby
iscnaeier
niitokir.
tnat the following delng.'"
Cross Drug Co.
scribed estray animal was takemup by
"Better send it to Willowby."
Estray Advertisement
F. E. Ormsby, Willard, N. M.
"Why?"
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
10 or
The Optio sells Itself.
about
horse
One
bay
"His wife runs a boarding house."
may concern that the following de11 years old, weighs about 750 lbs., scribed
estray animal was taken up by
or 800 lbs. White feet with star in Maroelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N. M.
A Sign of Weakness.
One bay horse about li
"The deacon likes to talk about his forehead.
Branded
years old, 4 feet high, one white foot
'sinful clay.'"
btitdi ears split.
On right shoulder
"So he does, but I notice he's very
Branded
particular about the way his 'sinful
Branded
clay Is dressed."
On left hip
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- S
On left shoulder
Said
animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
SL
I
Momentous Occasion.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
"Every person has red letter days before May 20, 1911, said date being 10 before May 2X1, 1911, said date being 19
adla his life."
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this
"That's true. I know a man who vertisement, said estray win oe soia vertisement, said estray will be sold
reckons time from the day he had a by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
new-laiMi
egg for breakfast,"
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
STAKS
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, "11.
The best seller, The Optic.
First pub. April 28. last pub. May 9.
'
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RED MEN

Meet In

Fraternal

Broth-

erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
run,
thirtieth breath. Visiting
brothers always welcome to the
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

DAILY OPTIC'S

B. P. O. ELKS

Moots second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. tt. C. hall. Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. O.
H. Hunker, Exalted Uulerj D. W.
Condon, Secretary

P. O. E.

Meets first aud third Tuesday evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
B. F. McOulre, President; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.

O B

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall, Pioneer

building. Visiting members are
Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.

cor-dfall- y

I. O. O. F., LAS VBGA8 LODGE NO.
1. Meets every

Monday evening at

their hall on Sixth street.

All

visit

Ing brethren cordially Invited to attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C-- V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

DEPARTMENT

LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

Meets the second and fourth Fri
days of each month 'in the W. O.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul: Geonre
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh
bors are cordially invited.

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

,

DKNTISTS.
F. R. LORD

DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
Office
Phone Main 57
Residence
Phone Main 41S

CORRECT

PR1HTIHG

IS All

M

OR. E. L. HAMMOND

DENTIST
Suite

4,

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
Geo. H. Hunker

Chester A. Hunker

HUNKER

& HUNKER
Attorneys at Law
Las Vegas
New Mexico

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom i'
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
C Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
t:
One small gray mare about
6 or 7 years old.
Branded
Lv
On right shoulder t
Said animal being unknown to thh
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by tihis Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be ch eerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

To-wl-

rp

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described, estray animal was taken up bv
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
t:
One small sorrel horse.
"
Branded
II
U
On right shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, paid estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of thi
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.

THE

To-wi-

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
C. Manuel A. Pena, Pajarito, N. M.
One sorrel horse, about 8
years old.
Branded
JD
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before May 20, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 28, last pub. May 9, '11.
To-wi- t:

,q

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

it

Telephone Main 2

Continuous Advertising
TS

WHAT makes your name familiar and

identifies it with your business.

Continuous-nev- er

turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
Cj If
you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY; MAY 2, 1911

COUNTERFEITING
NICKELS AT
CENTS

25

ME

SECRET SERVICE STEPS IN
PUTS STOP TO UNIQUE
CHICAGO INDUSTRY

AN
.

2.

Counterfeiting
nickels at a cost of 25 cents each is
an industry in Chicago which the gov
ernment secret service has kindly
stopped, for which Andrew Barto, the
accused man, may well be glad. Ac
'
cording to the testimony of Captain
T. I. Porter, head of the secret ser
vice, it required an hour and a half
of time to make three lead nickels
At this rate each nickel would have
cost a quarter, yet he either had rosy
dreams of fortune by disposing of
them at two cents each in bulk or
he was a man so determined on berather
ing crooked that he would
lose money at it than be honest. The
counterfeiting outfit consisted of
machine, bellows
heavy stamping
forge, stamping press and a number
of devices for polishing and trimming
and
the coins, al' very workman-lik- e
successful, but expensive in the mat
ter of time. "To make the coin,"
Captain Porter testified, "Barto first
had to cut the nickels from a sheet
ot lead and then polish the edges for
fully 15 minutes by hand. Then he
put the unfinished piece on the mold
and set it under a heavy weight which
he lifted to the ceiling of his den
with a hand windlass until he released
a catch and dropped the weight on
the steel die. If the weight hit ac
curately the bogus coin was stamped,
but he spoiled three out of five.
Chicago,

May

there, horses of pedigree which have
taken blue ribbons in horse shows
east and west. Possibly the liew zest
in riding is due to the theory that
One
riding is a cure for obesity.
who should be an authority recently
said: "Riding exercises every muscle
of the body, especially those of the
waist and stomach, and hence reduces
the waist line. At the same time it
has the advantage of home calisthenics, work in a gymnasium and outdoor athletics." There are many delightful rides for horsemen and horsewomen in and around Chicago. Along
the lake shore, through the parks
and into the country. The horse
back contingent does not go at any
mad gallop not by any means It is
a very dignified and conventional
proceeding, this riding of society
folk. Among the women very tew
nowadays wear the old
habits; they have taken to the bifur
cated skirt, a skirt that resembles the
harem skirt under a long coat. The
men present no appearance of the
western rider, but use the English
Beat and wear the short coat, tight
trousers and jockey boots of England.
When the sun is rising and Lincoln
park is deserted except for the matin
chorus of robins and bluebirds, the
outriders of this fashionable cavalcade appear, men and women laugh- ins;' with the spontaneous gaiety not
to be seen nor heard at balls or din
ners.
"Knockout Drops" at Work

M'NMRAS

TRIAL

TO COST NEARLY

0 OOOS08000OOSeOOOSOOSSO
0
0
0
0
UNCLAIMED BY 0
0

miters, is willing to spend at least
$1,000,000, it is reported, to punish
those who. have been responsible for
the property loss. x
District Attorney Fredericks Is in
clined to believe the case will nit
be called for trial within less than
two months, but during that space of
ILI
apparent inactivity there will be the
utmost ten sion as both sides prepare
for the greatest legal, and, perhaps.
THIS AMOUNT OF COIN IN TREA- economio contest in the history of the
SURY VAULTS IS GOING
country.

S300

(Hill IN GOLD

GONDII!

$2,000,000
PROSECUTION
AND
DEFENSE
PREPARED TO 'SPEND HUGE
SUM OF MONEY

Los Angeles, May 2. As an enter
prise requiring financial sinews the
defense of the two McNamaras and
anv other alleged dynamiters that
may bearested will give to the his
tory of murder trials a new price
mark, according to the plans now tak

JERS

BEGGING
AN

EQUATORIAL STAR FINDER

Simple- Instrument by the Use of
Which the Amateur Can Locate

the Various Constellations.

Boston.

Washington, May 2. Stacked in
one of the corners of the steel vaults
of the United States treasury, $300,-00in gold coin is going begging. The
government cannot give it away; yet
none of the rightful owners can be
induced to take it. It represents unclaimed interest on the public debt.
The government's interest checks for
the money never have been cashed.
Some of them never will be presented.
others held by cautious investors may
be brought around some time.
From time to time the treasury at
tempts to call in the checks and then
the vagaries of human nature are
shown. One citizen has more than
$60,000 waiting for him and holds the
check for it When recently invited to
cash in, he made a trip to Washington
to tell . treasury officials the checks
were hia property; he would cash
them when he pleased, or burn them
up if he wished. If he does the latter
his money will be held in the vaults
until congress disposes of it. The
treasury can do nothing but keep it.
The contractor who laid the first
pavement upon Pennsylvania Avenue
from the Capitol to the White House
has $21,000 waiting for him. The treasury never has been able to find the
rightful payee, as the contractor failed and his affalrs became involved in
litigation which never has been settled.0

It Is always difficult for the
novice to locate a constellation or a
star by reference to a star map, this
being due largely to the fact that certain stars which are of but slightly
ing shape.
greater magnitude than 'others are
"One million dollars, if necessarj made much more prominent relatively
for defense," Is now the battle cry In the star map. The star map Is mereinly a diagrammatical
and there Is little question, that tht stead of an actual representation
picture of the heapresent program, if given in terms oi vens. Another difficulty which begets
the amateur Is the fact that a star map
cash, will equal that figure
shows the spherical surface of the hea
Into Los Angeles will pour contri vens on a plane surface, and conse-butions from all parts of the United
States and other nations as well. The
American Federation of Labor, with
i.SOO.OOO
members; the Western Fed
eration of Miners, with 50,000 mem
Structural
bers; the International
Iron Workers and Bridgemen's assThe "knockout drops" administered lation, with 15,000 members, state
to pending public utility bills in the and local organizations of labor have
Illinois legislature by "BMJhhouse" given assurance that they will lax
John Coughlin's hostile delegation , mentvo in tha
to clear tho
.
v..w limit,
liiciuovii
from Chicago promises to settle all McNamaras of the hideous accusn
doubts that Mayor Harrison's admin tions against them, if there shall be
istration will have full political swing good reason to believe them Innocent
at gas rates, telephone rates, and The sum virtually pledged alrea.lv
other utility matters. The opposition by the 'American Federation of Labor
of Coughlin for his gang and of on upon the basis of a per capita assess
of the new assistant
corporation ment reaches the total of $210,000.
counsels resulted in the bills being President Mover of the Miuer'B Fed
referred to a joint committee which eration has promised $5 from evorv
Domestic Science In. Schools
Equatorial Star Finder.
CURIOUS STATUE OF STONE
of $250,000 quently there Is a
A chance for girls to learn cook- is not expected to make a report. The member, an aggregate
deal of distorgreat
ing, needle work and practical trades, new administration also has put
The San Francisco union men are tion in the relative positions of the Brought Recently From Egypt and Is
com
An- - stars. Amateurs who have had to conAttracting Much Attention In a
including typesetting, millinery and quietus to various
expected to add $100,000, the Los
tend with such conditions will appreci
Philadelphia Museum.
ethers will be given by the Chicago missions which had been appointed Angeles organizations will contribute ate
the little device Illustrated in the
mnnno. and from other
schools in a new school of median to settle important city problems. The annfhp
engraving from the SciPhiladelphia. A curious statue of
will
is expected accompanying
of union men
bodies
ical arts which will be opened June expert report on the price of gas
entific American whereby one is able stone brought recently from Egypt by
of
effort
in
the
fund
Mayor
be
f
run
enormous
month
on AvnaHmdntnl
nf a
disregarded
without any previous knowledge of the famous Egyptologist, Dr. David
enough to fill out the
of $1,000,000.
or two. At present only $15,000 is Harrison to settle scores with Roger
astronomy to point to any of the con Randall Maclvar, and placed on view
PoThere will doubtless be more wit stellations or principal stars. The de- in the archaeological department of
provided for the purpose. For several Sullivan, head of the gas trust.
seur boya bars had wmfl manual Iltlcs will ran riot in ' municipal buei-ma- nesses than were ,ever before sum vice consists of two dials,' one of the University of Pennsylvania in this
vooatjpnal training but the poorlneM affairs tor the time belns" in moned to a murder trial; probably which 1 fixed and Is marked with the city, is Just now receiving much atday of the year. The other dial In tention In the Quaker City.
girls have had to wait. "And they stead of regulation or public utilities a majority or these will come rrom marked
with the hours ot the day, and
from the historical value ot
need It moat," declared Mrs. BUa by commissions, long championed by tlie east. Their traveling and hotel bears on its face
the principal constel- theApart
relic, which is a representation of
"radicals"
and
"I
TToudr
recently
superintendent.
PlaKg
expenses will reach a formidable lations. In use a slida marked "Today Amenemhot, a scribe of the eighteenth
can get any number of women to championed by corporation managers sum.
is set at the day of the month, and dynasty, and which
probably wag
Presidem
including
make me a new dress, but there is themselves,
criminal case calls for detec- then the movable dial is turned until hewn from solid rock about 1,500 years
Every
the
hour
comes
to
same
slide.
the
Rock
of
Island
the
up
railroad,
a great deal of trouble in getting one Mudge
tives; they have them of the parlor The arrow shown in the illustration Is
who is willing to mend an old one." James J. Hill, President Vail of the l.ind, the
the shadow, the carried by a sleeve on the rod on
varie- which the dials are
It is believed the school will become Bell Telephone companies, in his an- hayseed and the bulging-bicep- s
mounted, and Is
so far as' materials are nual report saying regulation by pub- ties and whatever other sort exigen- also free to swing on an axis at right
concerned. One trade to be develop lic commlssiones "had come to stay," cies may dictate, and the sleuths cost angles to this rod. If it be desired to
find a certain constellation a pointer
ed is that of skillful repair work on George M. Reynolds, head of the big- more money than the lawyers in a
connected with the arrow Is moved
others.
and
the
in
bank
west,
will
courses
gest
table linen. Cooking
big and complicated trial.
over the dial until the slot in the pointwill
outcome
If the union leaders maintain their er uncovers the name of the constellacarry training for family cooking and It is predicted that the
commisaltitude they will employ enough men tion that is sought Each constellation
catering, and include also buyin be a resistless demand that
defined powers to watch every detail of the prose bears a number with the plus or minus
provisions. As a rule It Is harder in sions with definitely
sign indicating north or south declinacution's course.
the big cities for girls to support be put In charge of such affairs.
tion. This indicates that the arrow
Lack of
There will be detectives shadow- must be
themselves than for men.
Small Stockholders Hit
swung on its axis until a pin
into
their
been
greatest
minutely
on the sleeve is brought into register
training has
of 3,753 small stockhold ing witnesses, peering
losses
The
the activities of opposing detectives, with the declination number on an arc
handicap. President McFatrich of the ers were not
assuaged recently when
Chicago school board for years has Indictments
keeping watch on talesmen, jurors carried by the arrow. This done the
against W. Vernon and attorneys, reporting all moves arrow points to that part of the
been an ardent advocate of vocation
A.
Booth, president of the defunct
al training and it is likely that many
which have a direct or remote bear heavens in which the constellation lies.
& company, and F. R. Robbins,
The principle, of course, is the same
Booth
case.
courses will be added to the public
as that of the equatorial telescope.
were dismissed although ing upon ,the
treasurer,
schools to fit boys to be something
Necessarily, on account ot the vast
falsification of the company's
the,
which is drawn material
beside president of the United States statements
were officially declared field from
Why He Was Strlot
the case, these silent,
into
and to fit girls to be
entering
A farmer in a county in central
all of the small
"forgotten."
Nearly
secretive men will operate from
has posted his woods
and Independent of the marriage pro stockholders were losers
Statue of Amenemhot.
by the re coast to coast. Wherever there is a Pennsylvania
When asked by a
hunters.
against
posal.
which
.
and
reorganization
ceivership
Burns operative bent upon a mission, man, who had been reading one of the before the birth of Christ, the statue
Horse Supersedes Motor
enfollowed upon the heels of the discov
has the charm of being the most perbe a detective for the notices, whether he intended to
force them strictly, the farmer
The horse again has superseded ery that the financial condition had there will also
fect piece of carving that has yet been
him with a curiosity
defense
pursuing
of
Chi
Do
"Do I?
I, after my experi- unearthed by explorers.
the motor, for the pleasure
not been truly reported to the public
is.
mission
that
to know what
ence of last fall? Peppered my old
Dr. Maclvar's find, is not more than
cago'3 four nundred, society women by the officers of the old concern.
All this material, gathered from1 In cow in the face, broke a sheep's leg two feet talL
hors
taken
carried
up
was
having
particularly
The
reorganization
sources will be dispatch- runnin' it down a bank, tore the lead
The figure itself is not remarkable.
of Booth, numerable
back riding this spring with oldtime through by a brother-in-laLos
headquarters pipe out o' my spring, stoppln' the wa- It represents the scribe in a conven
to
the
ed
Angeles
rebeen
has
motor
The
enthusiasm.
and the insiders
ter at my house and barn right in tional sitting posture, the outstretched
P. A. Valentine,
of the attorneys for the defense and corn
shuckln', blowed off part of my hands with their tapering
legated to a place of usefulness, but again are receiving dividends from
and
colt's tail, thlnkln' it a squirrel in the the stiff studied headdress fingers at
the the business which so propitiously there assimilated.
UWft uu0 nWsnw rides through
seeming
an
for
we
woods
on
so's
organization
set
the
fire,
bushes,
Preparations
For
first glance to be the only distinctive
parks are taken in the saddle.
changed hands. The new company's
c( the defense into a great bureau .f had to fight it all night and for a week Egyptian features. The power and
an
been
eques
has
the
in
resulted
the
have
retrenchments
years
city
information and law were taken yes- after, killed my ducks and game fascination lie all in the face, which
trian center, some of the best ridins retirement of many obligations and
broke down 50 rods o' post could only have been dreamed
when the entire eighth floor rooster,
by a
in the country being owned finally the expansion of the business terday
and rail fence, and then wonder if master mind and carved by a master
rented
was
of the Higgins building
I
Out'
I
mean
when
It
put up 'Keep
hand.
by the purchase of big salmon inter- for offices.
notices.
Why, mister, no hunters gits
It is a sphinx in a softened mood.
ests o fthe Pacific coast. A. Booth,
At the head of this organization In them woods no more, not even if the old mysterious questioning softmore
business
To Get
the founder of the
they swear on a stack of Bibles that ened for a moment into yearnings,
with its immense scope and
than fifty years ago, was a fisherramifications will be Clar- they want to hunt for a lost 'child."; but wrapped as ever in the mystery
man, but saw more money in dealing ence
and aloofness that have kept the ages
Darrow, successful defender of
in fish than catohing them, and his
at bay.
He
Pettlbone.
and
Meyer, Haywood
Domestic Discipline.
wholesale fish market grew into a
he
assistance
what
west
man
A
in
have
of
the
little
legal
England
Genuine business before he died which hand- may
Always Buy
chooses; there will be money to pay rushed to the river last summer,
himled nearly 100,000,000 pounds of fish
When the 8now Lies White.
for the greatest lawyers in the world. swearing that he would drown
The next day there is a fall of pure
in the year. W. Vernon Booth, who it Is not at all improbable that the self. When he had waded in to the
of his waist, his .wife, who had white snow; before it gets a chance to
mioceeded him as president of the
will be as depth
expenses of the proseCution
followed him, seized him by the hair, lose Its snowy purity boys and girls
.
mucn
has
spent
company,
time,
De. and
defens.
then, as a local editor described should try making a candy dear to
m
n
abroad and was best known as- master tectlve Burns has already used men It, "she led him back till he reached a Canadians and Vermonters, "Sugar on
of hounds of the Onwentsia Hunting and money without stint in bringing place where the water was about two 8now."
Boil pure maple syrup until it beclub. His annual hunting breakfasts the case up to the point where he feet deep, where she pulled him over
backwards, and soused him under, comes waxy; that is, until a clean
served on the lawn of his splendid could arrest the McNamaras and
and pulled his head up again." "Drown broom splinter with' one end curled
estate at Lake Forest .were conspicuHis operatives are engaged
(down he went), leaving me over to form a loop has the open space
ous social events. When the1 smasli in a score of cities from the Pacific yourself
to father the brats!' (another plunge) glazed over by this membrane when
came it was found that the holdings to the New England coast gathering get drunk! (another souse) and start dipped in the hot syrup.
were
of the officers except Booth
Prepare beforehand separate plates
evidence to corroborate the confes- for the river! (another dip). Better
use the water instead of rum! (an- of clean snow for each child present
small. They had seen the inevitable sion of McManigaL
other dip and shake of the head). I'll Remove the syrup from fire and drop
approaching and quietly sidestepped
They are in possession of evidence lam ye to leave me a widow!" After quickly from end of spoon to form
Investors
mt
small
the loss, letting
not yet hinted at .and details which sozzling him to her heart's content, drops or strings on the snow. The
it.
will require weeks of the trial to "'li- she led him out a wetter if not a bet- syrup hardens Instantly and is ready
cit. The National Erectors' associa- ter man, and escorted him into the to eat.
Up in New England the boys and
house, and closed the door.
Sold by all leading
Read The Optic. It carries the full tion, whose members have suffered
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Associated Press report, handled over losses aggregating nearly $4,000,000
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
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Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
get what they want when
they want it.

will help people to

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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LAS VEGAS
rrrHIS

VICINITY has a cllnateof unsurpassed healthfulness wlth-i- f
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of

sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by ' mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amour ts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
v
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile an! easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know ot anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, la proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand aroes surrounding
"the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
'
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
,

'

American Towns Waking Up.
Some districts and sections frankly
recognize their advantages In climate,

scenery and kindred attractions as
one of their chief assets. New England, more than any other part of
the country, profits by Its summer
charms, but the Rocky mountain region is not far behind in that respect.
Florida has long counted upon winter
tourists as one of its chief sources of
prosperity.
Cities and districts which have no
exceptional advantages of site or climate, scenery or historic interest, are
finding a lesson worth heeding In the
many Instances of large profits from
beauty and esthetic charm which the'
world affords. They are realizing that
much civic beauty is the fruit of civlo
pride and public spirit They are
building their public edifices, laying
out their parks and taking care of
their streets with more understanding
than they had in the past of the business wisdom of liberality and breadth
of view in such affairs.
The ultimate consequence of this
growing consideration of beauty and
charm in the development of urban
centers must color many phases of national progress. It Is an influence
which spreads and grows stronger,
year by year.

University of

New flexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer School
Six Weeks, June

July

5

1911

to

14

Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, English
Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors, Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

the Course
Five Dollars

Fee for
Hartford Has Good Idea.
,
The city of Hartford, Conn., will be
gin this fall a systematic planting of
trees on its public thoroughares. The
matter will be in charge of the city
forester, who will first inspect the
streets to find out where trees are
most needed. A city nursery will be
opened later.
Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala,, was
bothered with kidney, trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-le- y
Kidney Remedy, and before taking It three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared np, and I
am so much better. I do not heBitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Remedy." O. G. Scahefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Now Is the time to get rid of your
rheumatism. You will find Chamber
lain's Liniment wonderfully effective.
One application will convince you of
its merit Try It For Bale by all
druggists.

By installing a special leased wire,
results from a disor- carrying the full Associated Press
dered condition of the stomach, and day report, The Optic ha? met the
can be cured by the use of Chambercompetition furnished
the
Sick headache

lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
dallies.
it. For sale by all druggists.
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Lunches
Kitchen.

In Fresh
Vegetables are

up

put

1
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at the White

Always get the best at Nolette'e
barber shop.

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

From Rockport, Texas

White Kitchen

Fancy Cucumbers and Summer
Squash

the sign of

cleanli-ness-

-

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First , National Bank

street

The street railway company is im
proving its tracic ny putting in new
ties In several places. On the curve
adjacent to the Plaza park the rails
have been reinforced and made more
solid.

Local
sportsmen are anxiously
side Catholio church tomorrow afterthe fishing
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of awaiting the opening of
which will occur a week
season,
Mrs. James O'Byrne, 1022 Douglas
from next Monday. The streams are
avenue.
unusually well stocked with trout this
year and recent visitors to the mounA chair car on Santa Fe train No.
tains have been obliged to use real
10 came in this afternoon with a flat
fortitude to restrain themselves from
wheel, the bumping of which could taking a few casts when they saw the
be heard for a block or more. The
beauties swimming about in
car was taken from the train here speckled
Those who expect to go
the
pools.
and a new one cut in.
on fishing excursions would ao wen
to procure their licenses at once as
On its way to Albuquerque
and there will be a rush for them on the
El Paso, where it will pick up a party
Lopening day of the season. The gep
of Pullman officials who have been
uty game wardens have already isvisiting in the southwest, a private sued a
large number of licenses.
car of luxurious appointments passed
through Las Vegas today on train No.
By laying several feet of fifteen
The car was occupied only by
inch tiling the street department is
the servants.
providing adequate drainage for the
lower end of National avenue. The
The month of May, which is dedi tiling will empty into the Gallinas
cated by the Roman Catholic church river on the south side of the county
to especial devotion to the Blessed bridge. Storm water from the. NorVirgin Mary, is being observed by mal hill and other portions of the city
the churches of that denomination in east of the bridge has always been a
Las Vegas. Services were held last nuisance to the residents of the lownight and will continue to be he'd er end of the avenue. The tiling will
regularly during the month.
prevent the water from flooding the
walks and stores. The work 1b being
Miss Beulah Tillman is continuing done
by city prisoners under the dito lead the contest for elect-oas rection of Officer Kelly.
queen of the carnival. The result of
the vote at 3 o'clock this afternoon
The manual training department of
was as follows: Beulah Tillman,
the Normal University of which O.
Pita Sena. 2,107; Elsie Melgaid. C
Zingg, Is the head, has a hand2,091; Gertrude Hayward, 1,366. Balsome display of the handiwork of its
lots may be cast at Murphey's drug
In the east window of the Las
store, the Center Block Pharmacy, O. pupils
on LinM.. Ward's cigar store and the Red Vegas Undertaking company
coln avenue. One of the remarkable
Cross Drug store.
articles on display is a mission clock
several feet in height which was
made by Carl Ellis. Visitors to the
carnival should not fail to see the
display.
3;

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Franco- A merican

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Jeff Davis, who has been employed
as night clerk at the Castaneda hotel
for several weeks, has been assigned
to the same duties in the Alvarado
In soups means all that the hotel in Albuquerque. Mr. Davis is a
word implies.
native of St Louis, but speaks Spanish freely. He has made a number
They are as delicious, whole of friends here. Alex Kennedy,, who
some and nutritious as choicest has been acting as assistant to Maningredients can make them As ager Smlthers of the Alvarado, will
high in quality as skilled chefs come to Las Vegas to take the position vacated by Davis.
can produce.

Quality

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

v

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

monthly meeting tonight in the Las
Vegas club rooms on the Plaza.

HEAT AND EAT
TRY THEM

Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
at
and Is one of the
the
Ortega Piemento finest Opera Bar,
draught beers served over any
bar in the city.

It Is in The Optic if It happens
whether in Las Vegas or elsewhere
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STEARNS,

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

A

Graaf & Hay ward Co.
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LAS VEGAS PLANS
A SANE

H AT

Is the'firsf fning you notice in the
dress of ThsOther .Fellow and you
may be assured it is the first thing:
he notices about your dress. Have
THAT right and you are SURE
to pass muster of critical eyes.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

'Souv de Gustave DoazorT is

FOURTH

ARRANGEMENTS
ARE
UNDER WAY FOR RIGHT
KIND OF CELEBRATION

Not waiting until the last minute,
as has been done in previous years,
Las Vegas will begin in the near future the making of plans for a mon
ster Fourth of July celebration. The
baseball association will be the prime
mover In the scheme. It is planned
to make the celebration cover a
period or inree aays. At noon on
each day a big barbecue dinner will
be served at Amusement park, the
meat being cooked on giant spits
over a trench filled with hot coals and
distributed to the people on clean
wooden plates with coffee and plenty
of bread.
A big baseball game, probably with
Santa Fe, will occur each day or a
d
baseball tournament
between Santa Fe, Albuquerque and
Las Vegas wijll be arranged for. The
Greater Las Vegas band and other
bands from various parts of the ter
ritory will play. There will be horse
races and bronco busting exhibitions.
In the near future the various committees will be appointed and work
will begin on the arrangements.
It
is planned to advertise the celebra
tion all over the northern part of the
territory.

HatsDerbys

Greenberger
,,t
t

LA

l

7 A Square Deal'

(Electric.1
-- :-

Cas Uegas Cigbt
Power

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details-o- f
handling.
In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
wa ter, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process
We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

1.

The Electric Way
is! the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
toast off as you like it
:

Curtains

Let Us Pleasure Your
Room for Linoleum
The finest and choicest patterns. For the first time in Las
Vegas we now have the 12 foot wide linoleum. The best
thing ever shown in linoleum. We do not charge anything for
estimating the cost pL covering your floor.

Phone Main 81.

J.

C.

Jqhnsen & Son

"Complete Furnishers of the Home"

FREE
with every

$1.00

cash purchase

A

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or more, each deMvery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1M lbs.
200 lbs to 1,000 lbs, each delivery, 30c
per 100 lbs.
50
to 200
each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.
Less ' than 60 lbs, each delivery, 50c per 100 lb.

lb,

lb,

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Carnival

u

Harvesters. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office Til
Douglas Avenue,

Ticket
SSsssiff YJd 'detain jlfss&dl
SCREENED

25c Each

BOUCHER'S

Perry Onion & Son

(The Coffee Man.)

276.

Soft

Lace

the

Ranch Phone

WE WILL, GLADLY
SHOW, YOU

three-cornere-

Largest Dahlia in Existence

162,

Our tats are ALWAYS right both in STYLE and quality
and are DOUBLY guaranteed to you, first by the maker then
by us. Our stock is now full to the brim with Soft Hats and
Derbys. We have just received our complete line of Panamas
and Sailors in all the' latest blocks.

ALREADY

world."

Cactus and Giant Dahlias

Store Phone Main

A-

the

Order Some of Our Novelties in

..

a

WTe

In cans convenient for any The board of education of. the town
of Las Vegas will, hold its regular
sized family.

Also try our
in glass jars.

IT is just as necessary to disinfect and clean your
vTchicken house as well as your own house if
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs.ElWe have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great - Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of
"
all kinds.

Garden Hose

ly

COUPLEQ $4.50

The office of W. E. Gortner on the
Plaza this morning looked like the
sales department of a big wholesale
establishment. Pots and pans, shoes,
coats, hats, skillets, groceries, canned
goods and other articles In sufficient
number to stock a cross roads store
were in evidence. Mr. Gortner, however, has not gone Into the wholesale
business. The articles were samples
submitted by bidders for contracts for
furnish the New Mexico Hospital for
the Insane with supplies during the
next six months. The members of
the board put in the entire day examining the bids. Those who receive the
contracts will be called upon to furnish goods to the amount of several
thousand dollars. Bidding for the
contracts is always lively, many local
firms getting into the contest.

There will be a regular meeting of
the Ladies' Altar society of the East

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

5-P-

.

There will be a called meeting of
the Ladies' Aid society of the Methodist church at 2:30 tomorrow after
noon at the home of Mrs. Stricher,
807 Main

Another Lot of Our

PHONE MAIN 379

Juan Garcia y Gonzales yesterday
appllod at the corut house for, $2 as
bounty on one wild cat killed by bin
last week near his home at Canyon
Ue Manuelitas.

D

Phone Vegas 450

Panamas--SaiIor- s

LUDWIO Wn, I'LFELD

10 o'clock

Meals, 25 cents.

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

'

50-FOO- T

Old Crow sold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.

Green and Wax Beans

FREE!

;

Dance tonight at Rosenthal hall.
.

CALL ON US-

1.

Fresh Prom Factory

LOCAL NEWS

AMONG

r

'

Anthracite Coaiaij sizes.

cbeSSlos

LUMP

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. W. CONDON
Foot Of main St,

Phnnn Main fl

i

